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ABSTRACT 

A neurophysiological outcome associated with long-term kratom chewing in traditional 

use context is still unknown. Thus, the primary aim of this study was to investigate biomarkers of 

neurological response to the long-term kratom chewing.  The fifty-two participants (controls; n=24 

and long-term kratom users (LKU) who chewed kratom leaves; n = 28) were recruited with 

background-matched control group. Neurophysiological parameters with the proposed EEG 

(Theta/alpha ratio (TAR) and power function variance (PVFA), and all domains of ultra-short heart 

rate variability (HRV) heart rate variability were assessed during resting-state.  Cognitive 

performance (Working memory) and kratom dependence score rating were also examined. All the 

proposed features were compared between the controls and long-term kratom chewers and 

determined in the relevant factors (age, duration, and daily quantity of kratom use). The statistically 

significant proposed features were proved by 1) path analysis for evaluating the causal relationship, 

and 2) the recognized machine-learning algorithms (Random Forest, Support vector machine, k-

Nearest neighbor, and Logistic regression) for binary classification.  The results showed that only 

the proposed EEG feature (TAR) was significantly increased, compared to the control in the same 

age range of 50 years.  The increased TAR and decreased PVF in the alpha band (PVFA) were 

direct effects of kratom leaves use and were significantly observed in LKU with a very high dose 

use.  In addition, PVFA was a negative correlation with Kratom dependence. The results were also 

confirmed by the support vector machine achieved the highest performance to classify LKU with 

different doses of Kratom consuming by using the combination features TAR (both electrodes and 

average) and PVF in the alpha band. These preliminary results first highlighted the sensitive EEG 

biomarkers to characterize the LKU with a large effect size.  These findings may lead to effective 

machine learning approaches based on EEG biomarkers for screening excessive Kratom users that 

might eventually develop Kratom dependence.  

Keywords: Electroencephalogram (EEG), Heart rate variability (HRV) and Kratom 
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CHAPTER 1 
GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

 
 
1.1  Background and Rationale 

Kratom or Mitragyna specioca (Korth.), an ethnomedicinal plant, has been widely used 
as a traditional remedy and energy-boosting to hard work among laborers and farmers, 
particularly in Thailand and Malaysia (Hassan et al., 2013). Kratom consumption was concerned 
about the long-time period of use, high dose ingestion and, age-related to kratom consumption. 
Prolonged high dose kratom use among people can increase the risk for developing kratom 
dependence and withdrawal symptoms (D. Singh et al., 2017). However, its withdrawal 
symptoms were lower in intensity than that of classical opioid (D. Singh, Narayanan, et al., 2018). 
Old adults also intensively ingested kratom for a long-time (Charoenratana et al., 2021) and they 
were expected to have  greater risks of chronic kratom use due to their pharmacokinetic changing 
(Graves et al., 2021).  All these concerns, the neurological biology in response to long-term 
kratom consumption is important for a better understanding of how prolonged and high dose 
kratom use contributed to the neurological oscillation. It would be more beneficial if there are 
biomarkers for identifying the LKUs who are sensitive to risks-related to kratom consumption. 

Kratom contains various psychoactive alkaloids that mitragynine and 7-hydroxy 
mitragynine are the most common alkaloids. Their targets are primarily μ-opioid receptors 
located in the brain (Larsen et al., 2022).  Interestingly, the peripheral nervous system also 
expressed the local opioid receptors such as a heart (Sobanski et al., 2014).  Recently, long-term 
kratom users have been limited for investigation on the neurological assessment in that organ 
activity. Although there were a few pieces of evidence of electrocardiogram (Leong Abdullah et 
al., 2020), and the brain structure with brain magnetic resonance imaging (D. Singh et al., 2018) 
that did not show the abnormality in regular kratom users those who brewed kratom tea, they 
need to be confirmed with alternatively physiological methods, such as EEG and heart rate 
variability activity, and different form of kratom consumption with chewing the whole leaves that 
have been never explored. 
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Electroencephalography (EEG) is a non-invasive method to evaluate brain activity 
(Biasiucci et al., 2019). Since LKU were rural dwellers, MUSE (InteraXon Inc., Toronto) (Muse, 
n.d.), a few electrodes based on EEG consumer-grade device, has practical advantages and is 
convenient to record brain activity in a field setting more than a clinical EEG system (Mehreen et 
al., 2019). With its potential application (ease of use, low-cost, quick preparation), it can quickly 
and easily collect EEG data from participants (Krigolson, Williams, & Colino, 2017). 

A power spectrum density is commonly analyzed to convert the time-series of the EEG 
signals into sub-band frequencies: delta, theta, alpha, beta, and gramma (Petroff et al., 2016). 
Theta/Alpha ratio (TAR) was found in both normal aging (Trammell et al., 2017) and age-related 
diseases, such as Alzheimer’s (Fahimi et al., 2017; Meghdadi et al., 2021) and Parkinson’s 
diseases (Orso et al., 2020) . Moreover, power variance function (PVF) is one of the EEG features 
that was also evaluated well in neurodegenerative disease (Ueda et al., 2010) and mild cognitive 
impairment, even though used a few electrodes for assessment (Ueda et al., 2016). Interestingly, 
LKUs were typically found in older people and those who ingested a high dose consumption 
(Charoenratana et al., 2021). There was evidence to indicate that the high dose of mitragynine 
induced human neuronal cell death by enhancing the levels of Reactive oxygen species (ROS) 
(Saidin et al., 2015), implicating in neurodegenerative disease (Simpson & Oliver, 2020). 
Accordingly, it was possible that the TAR and PVF may be observed in LKU. However, only 
those features could not imply that LKU will promote neurodegenerative disease. These EEG 
features should investigate coupled with the neurobehavioral tests as well. 

It was reported that regular kratom users showed no prevalence of abnormalities in 
electrocardiogram (ECG) (Leong Abdullah et al., 2020). However, they need further confirmation 
with other methods. Heart rate variability (HRV) reflects the fluctuation in the interval heartbeats 
called RR intervals (Hayano, 2016). It is a well-known method to assess the activity and the 
modulation of the autonomic nervous system (ANS) responsible for regulating cardiac activity 
(Ho et al., 2020). The HRV analysis is typically evaluated by time, frequency, and nonlinear 
domains (Shaffer & Ginsberg, 2017). The ultra-short-term  HRV (< 5-minutes for ECG 
recording) has more practical in the limited-time requirement and its validity was not different 
from those of short-standard measurements (Castaldo et al., 2019; Chen et al., 2020; Munoz et al., 
2015). Thus, we analyzed all HRV domains over a time period of 3-minutes in the present study. 
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Therefore, this pilot study aims to primarily focus on the resting-state neurological 
biomarkers measured by the proposed EEG extracted from consumer-grade EEG device 
recording and ultra-short HRV features in LKU consuming it in the form of chewing the whole 
leaves. We hypothesized that the proposed EEG (TAR and PVF) are more sensitive to represent a 
potential biomarker for LKU than ultra-short HRV features, and the quantity of kratom use might 
be the major effect related to the neurological response and cloud be able to accurately classify 
LKU those for at different daily doses.  Our four principal contributions are presented as follows: 

• The current study was the first to propose EEG extracted from a portable EEG device and 
ultra-short HRV features to investigate the resting-state biomarkers in LKU for those 
who chewed kratom leaves. 

• The proposed EEG, HRV features were compared between-group differences (LKU vs. 
controls) and also determined by several factors (age, duration, quantity, and daily dose 
of kratom use). 

• The neurobehavioral testing (working memory and kratom dependence score rating) 
were also investigated whether they corresponded to the proposed neurophysiological 
biomarkers. 

• The statistical significance-based proposed features were proved by path analysis and 

binary classification using the recognized machine-learning technique. 

• The future applications of machine learning-based neurological biomarkers are feasible 

to detect LKUs who are at risk for kratom consumption. 
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1.2  Review of literature 
 
1.2.1  Kratom 

Kratom or Mitragyna specioca (Korth.), the Rubiaceae family, is a tropical medical plant 
of Southeast Asia (Figure 1.1), particularly in Thailand and Malaysia (Hassan et al., 2013). In 
Thailand, kratom has been currently considered partial legalization for traditional use and medical 
purpose (Charoenratana et al., 2021). It is commonly used as an indigenous medicinal plant to 
treat pain, diarrhea, diabetes, and hypertension (Hassan et al., 2017). The consumption of the 
kratom plant is mostly in form of chewing of raw leaves in Southern Thailand (Tanguay & Drug 
Policy Consortium, 2012) while drinking as a tea was observed in North Malaysia (D. Singh, 
Narayanan, et al., 2018). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.1  Kratom trees and their leaves (D. Singh et al., 2017) 
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1.2.1.1 Chemistry 
Kratom leaves contain over 25 alkaloids isolated from kratom leaves consisting of 66% 

mitragynine, 10% paynantheine, 9% speciociliatine, 7% speciogynine, 2% 7-hydroxymitagynine, 
and less than 1% of the remaining alkaloid (Figure 1.2) (Warner et al., 2016). Mitragynine 
exhibits a morphine-like chemical component and is 13 times more potent than morphine in its 
opioid-like effect while 7-HMG show having 4 times more potent than mitragynine in its 
stimulant and depressant effects (Warner et al., 2016). It shows dose-dependent (Matsumoto et 
al., 2006; Yusoff et al., 2017). Low to moderate doses (1-5 g of raw leaves) of the leaves produce 
mild stimulant effects while moderate to high doses (5-15 g of raw leaves) promote opioid-like 
effects and very high doses (> 15g of raw leaves) exhibits the sedative effect (Prozialeck et al., 
2012). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1.2  The chemical structure of alkaloid compound extracted from kratom leaves (Warner 
et al., 2016) 
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1.2.1.2  Pharmacokinetics 
The metabolism of kratom alkaloid is occurred primarily in hepatocyte. It is metabolized 

through phase I and phase II mechanisms. In phase I, the mitragynine is hydrolyzed at the side-
chain methyl ester in position 16. Then, the 9-and 17-methoxy were replaced by O-demethylation. 
The intermediate aldehydes from the oxidative and reductive transformation proceed to be the 
carboxylic and alcohol, respectively. Subsequently, the formation of glucuronide and sulfate 
conjugate is a final product in phase II metabolism which is eliminated from the body with the 
urine. The pharmacokinetics of kratom with oral administration in humans is different from the 
animal studies (Table 1.1).   

 
 

Table 1.1 The pharmacokinetics of mitragynine in human and animal study. All data are 
expressed with mean ± SD (Warner et al., 2016) 

Pharmacokinetic 
parameters 

Human (N = 10) Animal (N=6) 

Terminal half-life (t 1/2, h) 23.24 ± 16.07 9.43 ± 1.74 
Apparent volume of 
distribution (V d, L/kg) 

38.04 ± 24.32 89.50 ± 30.30 

Time point of maximum 
concentration (t max, h) 

0.83 ± 0.35 1.83 ± 1.25 

Clearance (CL, L/h) 1.40 ± 0.73 1.60 ± 0.58 

 
1.2.1.3  Pharmacology 
The pharmacological effects of kratom have been observed in both the central nervous 

system (CNS) and peripheral nervous system (PNS). 
1.2.1.3.1  Pharmacological CNS effect 
The onset effect of kratom starts to appear about 10 minutes, and the full effect is 

experienced within 30-60 minutes after ingestion, lasting 5-6 hours (Stieglitz & Cotten, 2020). It 
inhibits the reuptake of norepinephrine, serotonin, and dopamine at a low dose, promoting the 
stimulant effect and mood enhancement while a high dose provides an analgesic and calming 
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effect through the mechanism of the activation of opioid and alpha-2 receptors (Anand, A., & 
Hosanagar, 2022).  

• The pharmacological CNS effect of alkaloid kratom acts on both opioid and 

non-opioid receptors: 

Opioid receptors: mitragynine and its related indole alkaloids, 7- showed a significant 

central analgesic activity via opioid receptors with different binding affinity. The affinity 

of mitragynine for opioid receptors is less than that of morphine, while 7-OH-

mitragynine produced a more potent affinity than either which is approximately 46-times 

that of mitragynine (Kenjiro Matsumoto et al., 2005) and 13-times that of morphine 

(Kinzo Matsumoto et al., 1996). The mitragynine acts primarily on subtype opioid 

receptors with µ- and δ-receptors while 7-OH-mitragynine is more selective for µ- and κ-

receptors (Hassan et al., 2013).  Indole alkaloids in kratom bind to opioid receptors and 

activate the G-protein-coupled receptor (GPCR) signaling, but do not initiate the β-

arrestin pathway involved in negative side effects from opioid use, such as respiratory 

depression, sedation, constipation. Its biased selective binding provides less intense side 

effects than those traditional opioids, such as morphine(Eastlack et al., 2020). 

Non-opioid receptors 

• Adrenergic receptor   

Besides its opioid-like analgesic effects, mitragynine seems to block pain signaling via 
activating the α-2 adrenergic postsynaptic receptors which are expressed in the 
modulatory “descending” pain pathway. (Hanapi et al., 2021).  

• Serotonin Receptors 

Serotonin (5-HT) receptors are GPCRs and ligan-gate ion channels, involved in mood, 
through their natural ligand serotonin. Mitragynine acts as an agonist for the 5-HT1A 
receptor which promotes mood improvement. (Hanapi et al., 2021). 
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• Dopamine Receptors 

Dopamine receptors are a class of GPCRs that regulate the level of dopamine 
neurotransmitters in the brain. The mitragynine exhibits an anxiolytic effect through 
stimulating the dopamine receptor, particularly the D1 and D2 receptor, while Kratom 
leaves extract produces that effect via the suppression of D2 receptors. The controversy 
caused by Kratom leaves extract provides the border ranges of CNS receptors from crude 
extract, leading to different effects from pure mitragynine (Hanapi et al., 2021). 
 

• Putative addictive properties 

Rat administrated chronic mitragynine at the doses of ≥ 10 mg/kg and 15 mg/kg 
(i.p.) exhibited addiction-like behavior and discriminative stimulus properties, respectively. 
Mitragynine produced the complexity of pharmacological effects with a stimulant to opioid effect 
The dual effect was confirmed with that mitragynine can completely replace the morphine at dose 
of 5 mg/kg and partially substitute for cocaine (10 mg/kg, ip). The rodent received mitragynine at 
doses ≥ 10 mg/kg (i.p.) exerted the rewarding tested by conditioned place preference. The reward 
effect can be blocked by opioid antagonist (naloxone) (Yusoff et al., 2017). However, the doses 
of mitragynine in animal studies were higher than the daily traditional kratom consuming in 
human which typically ingested in the range of less than 3 mg/kg (p.o), providing that regular 
kratom user produced less intense compared to animal studies. (Hassan et al., 2017). 
 

• Cognitive effect of Kratom use 

Mitragynine caused memory impairment in rats. The cognitive deficit might be through 
the suppression of calcium efflux and the disruption of hippocampal synaptic transmission and 
long-term potentiation induction (Hassan et al., 2019). On the other hand, chronic Kratom users 
had no impairment in cognition in motor, memory, and attention compared to control participants 
(D. Singh et al., 2019). 
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1.2.1.3.2 Pharmacological PNS effect of Kratom use 
 

• Gastrointestinal effects 

Subcutaneous injection of 7-HMG injection inhibited a gastrointestinal transition in 
mice (Matsumoto et al., 2006). Its indole alkaloid (paynantheine and speciogynine) acted a 
muscarinic antagonist in ileal smooth muscle, causing constipation (White, 2018). Kratom leaf 
extract exhibited its anti-diarrheal effect by inhibiting the gastric transition in rats. The effect 
might occur through opioid receptor (Chittrakarn et al., 2008) . In addition, the mitragynine 
produced the inhibitory effect on gastric secretion via opioid receptor which speculated the 
mechanism of the side effects of kratom, such anorexia and weight loss (Tsuchiya et al., 2002). 
 

• Cardiac effect 

Human-induced pluripotent stem cell-derived cardiomyocytes exposure to 
mitragynine (10 mM) exerted potential QT prolongation and produced arrhythmia. The 
mitragynine might cause potentiate Torsade de Pointes which inhibited the rapid delayed rectifier 
potassium current (IKr). However, regular Kratom users who daily drunk Kratom tea with higher 
mitragynine of 434.28 mg did not show electrocardiographic abnormalities (Leong Abdullah et 
al., 2020). 
 
 

1.2.1.4  Side effects or withdrawal symptoms 
Logn-term Kratom use produced mild withdrawal symptoms, such as fatigue, 

constipation, dehydration, weight loss, and hyperpigmentation over the cheek (Abdullah et al., 
2019), and psychological symptoms such as Kratom dependence, mood swings, and nervousness 
(Domnic et al., 2022). 
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1.2.1.5 Toxicology of Kratom  
Administrated Kratom methanol extract at 100, 500, and 1,000 mg/kg in rats for 14-day 

showed mild nephrotoxicity and moderate hepatotoxicity, but no significant change in 
hematology, organ weights, body weights.  In the same way, 28-day exposure to methanol extract 
also promoted liver and kidney toxicity but did not alter hematology (Kruegel & Grundmann, 
2018). 

In human studies, toxicology is poorly reported in the literature. However, there is a case 
report in two women who presented hepatic toxicity in form of intrahepatic evaluated by the 
increased glutathione-S-transferase after Kratom power intake at overdose for two weeks (Kapp 
et al., 2011). 
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1.2.2 Electroencephalogram (EEG) 
Electroencephalography is a recording and interpretation of the electroencephalogram. 

EEG is a record of the electrical signals produced by the collaborative action of neurons in the 
brain. The time course of extracellular field potentials produced by their synchronous action. EEG 
is measured by means of electrodes attached to the scalp directly on the cortex (Pampiglione, 
1980). 
 

1.2.2.1 EEG recording 
The conventional EEG system based on 10-20 electrodes placement is the goal standard 

for EEG recording. However, a dozen electrodes are not practical for use in the real world in 
terms of long-time spending for preparation. On the other hand, a consumer-grade EEG system 
offers potential solutions to that problem. These EEG systems usually have fewer electrodes and 
lower price than medical-grade EEG systems providing them easily accessible (LaRocco et al., 
2020). 
 

1.2.2.2 InterAxon Muse 
Muse portable device is one of EEG consumer-grade system that records brain activity 

via 4 EEG sensors at AF7, AF8, TP9, and TP10, all reference to Fpz based on the standard 10-20 
system. Each electrode is made of a different material. AF7, AF8, and Fpz are dry silver contacts 
whereas TP9 and TP10 comprise conductive silicon  (Figure 1.3) (Mansi et al., 2021). 

Raw EEG signals are recorded and collected using Mind monitor Application (Figure 
1.4) (Mind Monitor, n.d.) connected to MUSE through Bluetooth. This application collects the 
data in the CSV format consisting of the absolute power of each frequency, raw signal, and the 
information of head movement detected by the accelerometer and gyroscope sensor.  The EEG 
data are recorded with a sampling rate of 256 Hz (Teo & Chia, 2019).  
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Figure 1.3 Muse portable device (a) and Muse electrodes (b) (Mansi et al., 2021) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 1.4  Mind monitor application (a), raw signal (b) and absolute power (c) (Mind Monitor, 
n.d.) 
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1.2.2.3  Muse validation 
Muse portable device was initially designed as meditation training related to changes in 

alpha waves (Przegalinska et al., 2018).  It was concerned whether the MUSE device could be 
used in clinical trial research as AF7 and AF8 electrodes are closely located at eyes movement 
artifacts that can disrupt the measurement of brain waves, and their dry electrodes are likely in 
poor contact with the head surface over time, resulting in reduced signal accuracy. In addition, 
certain head sizes and head shapes made it difficult for data collection (Przegalinska et al., 2018). 
However, several studies showed that its ability could be used in a study experimental setting: 

• MUSE can be conducted successfully for Event-Related Potential (ERP) research. The 

reliability of ERP data collected from MUSE was examined by N200 and P300 ERP 

components in the visual oddball task even if the experiment was observed in a small 

number of participants (Krigolson, Williams, Norton, et al., 2017). 

• The quantitative EEG signal and test-retest reliability of MUSE device were compared 
with the EEG medical grade. The study illustrated that the PSD of MUSE device was 
similar to the medical system, but it had a higher variation of PSD in broadband at the 
frontal area with the ratios between 1.125 and 1.225 during the eyes-closed conditions 
and up to 1.2 in eyes-opened condition. The increased variation in broadband may reflect 
the artifacts in data recorded by dry electrodes (Ratti et al., 2017). However, this problem 
was solved by signal processing for cleaning and removing the artifacts (Mansi et al., 
2021).  

 
1.2.2.4  The EEG characteristic in Kratom exposure 
Most studies on the effect of mitragynine on brain activity were widely investigated in 

animals. Chronic mitragynine administration in rats delayed response specified frequency band in 
cortical region (increase in delta and decrease in the alpha band). The mechanism of action of 
chronic mitragynine exposure changes in independent neighboring frequency caused by the high 
dose of mitragynine suppressing dopaminergic activity represented by a decrease in alpha band 
followed by the change in cholinergic activity reflected in the increase in delta activity. The result 
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showed the delayed response of the neuronal system between dopaminergic and cholinergic 
activity (Farah et al., 2021). 

In a human study, although the brain structures measured by Brain Magnetic Resonance 
Imaging of regular Kratom users were reported no change in regular Kratom users compared to 
the non-Kratom users (D. Singh et al., 2018), the brain activity with EEG patterns in chronic 
Kratom users has never been reported. There was evidence that a high dosage of mitragynine 
caused human neuronal cell death by increasing reactive oxygen species levels (ROS) (Saidin et 
al., 2015). ROS can cause neuronal cell damage and accumulated in the brain, leading to the 
development of neurodegenerative diseases (A. Singh et al., 2019). Thus, EEG features involved 
in neurodegenerative disorders need to be observed.   

• Theta/Alpha ratio (TAR): TAR was an indicator of cognitive ability in older adults. It can 

be used to discriminate Alzheimer's disease from healthy older controls (Trammell et al., 

2017).   

• Power variance function (PVF): PVF is the variability of EEG power at a frequency and 

it is also related to neurodegenerative diseases, such as Alzheimer’s disease (Ueda et al., 

2010) and mild cognitive disorder (MCI) (Ueda et al., 2013). It can well differentiate 

MCI from the normal subjects although used a few electrodes for detection (Ueda et al., 

2016). 

 

1.2.2.5  EEG analysis 

• Power spectrum density (PSD)  

One of the most widely used methods to analyze EEG data is to convert signal in time-
series into frequency component computed by Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) for the 
estimation of PSD, the distribution of signal power across frequency (Figure 1.5). However, 
the FFT method produces a higher variance and their frequency resolution is limited by the 
available data record duration, resulting in a poor spectral estimator (Übeyli et al., 2008).  
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Figure 1.5  Signal in time-series is converted into the frequency domain using FFT technique 
(Sundling et al., 2006) 

 
Welch, a modified periodogram method, is widely used to evaluate the PSD (Figure 1.6). 
This method firstly divides the signals in the window into overlapping segments. Then, the 
periodograms calculated by discrete Fourier transform (DFT) are computed in each segment 
followed by averaging these spectra. The Welch spectral estimator is mathematically 
according to (Saidatul et al., 2011) and formed in equation (1.1) : 
 
 

           𝑃𝑑(𝑓) =
1

𝑀𝑈
|∑𝑛=0

𝑀−1  𝑥𝑑(𝑛)𝑤(𝑛)𝑒
−𝑗2Π𝑓𝑛|

2 (1.1) 

   
   

Where Pd (f) is the periodogram estimate of segment (d), L is the signal segment, and each 
segment length is M. U is the normalization for the power in the window function w(n) and can 
be expressed by equation (1.2): 
 

 
  𝑈 =

1

𝑀
∑𝑛=0
𝑀−1  |𝑤(𝑛)|2 

 

(1.2) 

 
Finally, Welch Power Spectrum (PSD), which is the averaging of the periodogram for each 
segment, can be represented in equation (1.3): 
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       𝑃𝑑

𝑤(𝑓) =
1

𝐿
∑𝑖=0
𝐿−1  𝑃𝑑(𝑓) 

 

(1.3) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.6  The PSD in FFT (A) and Welch methods (B) (Yucelbas et al., 2013) 
 

• Power variance function (PVF) 

PVF is the variability of EEG power at each frequency. The PVF is an index for mild 
cognitive impairment (MIC) diagnosis. It was achieved to classify the MCI patient among healthy 
subjects even though it used only four electrodes for recording. The MCI patient showed a higher 
PVF in theta, and Alzheimer's disease (AD) patient showed a lower PVF in the alpha band than 
the healthy subject. PVF was quantified by using the wavelet transform method (Ueda et al., 
2010).   

Wavelet transform (WT) is an approach to measure time-frequency analysis for non-
stationary signals. This method is developed from a short-time Fourier transform (STFT), a time-
frequency analysis that improves the standard Fourier transform (FT). The STFT provides time-
localized frequency information, while FT only provides frequency information by averaging 
throughout the signal time interval. The STFT segment the signal in a small segmentation by 
applying the window function where the window is equal to the segment of the signal assumed to 
be stationary. However, this method is limited to using a fixed window size at all times and for all 
frequencies  (Dadu & Deka, 2016). In fact, EEG signal is a non-stationary signal that changes 
over time (Yucelbas et al., 2013). Thus, WT is a better method to represent the time-frequency 
analysis than the STFT (Figure 1.7).  

A B 
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 The WT applies the varying window using the mother wavelet function to segment the 
signal into its wavelets (small wave) which are scaled and shifted of the original signal.  The WT 
consists of two types that are continuous and discrete wavelet transform. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.7 The differences among time domain, Fourier transform (FT), short-time Fourier 
transform (STFT), and continuous wavelet transform (CWT). The CWT provides more accuracy 
in either time or frequency resolution. The long-time time interval produces more precise low-
frequency information whereas short-time interval provides the high frequency information 
(Kuyuk, 2015). 
 

The PVF uses the continuous wavelet transform (CWT) to find the variability of EEG 
power according to a previous study (Ueda et al., 2010) , as given in equation (1.4). 
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 𝐶(𝑎, 𝑡) = 𝐶𝑊𝑇[𝑥(𝑡)]

=
1

√𝑎
∫  
∞

−∞

𝑥(𝜏)𝜓(𝑡) (
𝑡 − 𝜏

𝑎
)𝑑𝜏

 

(1.4) 

 
 

𝐶𝑊𝑇[𝑥(𝑡)] is the transformed signal in which the signal is multiplied with the mother function 
ψ(t) using the changing of two variables that are scale (a) and translation factor (t), respectively, 
over time (Figure 1.8).  
 
The scale parameter (a) is defined as 1/frequency. The translation (t) refers to the window's 
location as the window is shifted over the signal. This term provides the time information in the 
transform domain. Low frequencies (high scales) provide the global information of a signal, 
whereas high frequencies (low scales) provide detailed information about a hidden pattern in the 
short time of the signal(Dadu & Deka, 2016). 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.8 Generating continuous wavelet transform (Dadu & Deka, 2016) 
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The output of CWT[x(t)] returns the variability characteristics of x(t) at frequency. Then, the 
normalized variability is normalized to eliminate the fluctuation of the signal/noise given equation 
(1.5): 
 

 

𝑃𝑖(𝑓, 𝑡) =
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∥
∥
∥
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𝐶𝑊𝑇
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∥
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∥
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(1.5) 

 

The equation (1.6) refers to PVF, which  𝜎𝑖2(𝑓) indicates how the EEG variability at the 
frequency (Figure 1.9) 
 

 𝜎𝑖
2(𝑓) =< (𝑃𝑖(𝑓, 𝑡)−< 𝑃𝑖(𝑓, 𝑡) >)

2 > 

 
(1.6) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.9  The variability of EEG power across frequencies at each electrode (Ueda et al., 2010).  
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1.2.3 Heart rate variability (HRV) 
The electrocardiogram (ECG) in regular kratom users did not show the ECG abnormality 

(Leong Abdullah et al., 2020). However, they need to be confirmed with other methods, such as 
HRV activity.  

HRV is the oscillation in the time intervals between adjacent heartbeats, which is widely 
used to evaluate the cardiac autonomic nervous system (ANS) (Mejía-Mejía et al., 2020). The 
HRV can measure the changing in cardiac sympathetic and parasympathetic branches of the ANS 
in different domain analyses; time, frequency, and nonlinear domain described in (Table 1.2).  
The HRV evaluation typically uses a standard duration for short-term measurements (5-minutes) 
(Kinnunen et al., 2020). However, the ultra-short-term HRV (< 5 min) is also examined in several 
studies (Shaffer & Ginsberg, 2017). 

 
Table 1.2 The definition and implication of different HRV indices 

HRV indices Description Implication 

Time domain 
 
RMSSD (ms) 
 
 
MeanNN (ms) 
 
 
SDNN (ms) 

 
 
Root mean square of successive RR 
intervals differences 
 
The mean value of all RR intervals 
 
 
The standard deviation of the normal-
to-normal RR intervals 
 
 

 
 
Vagal activity (Shaffer & 
Ginsberg, 2017) 
 
 
The variation in time of beat 
to beat (Shaffer & Ginsberg, 
2017) 
 
Mostly vagal but also 
partially sympathetic activity 
(Mol et al., 2021) 
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Frequency domain 
 
LF(ms2) 
 
 
 
HF(ms2) 
 
LFn (n.u) 
 
 
 
 
HFn (n.u) 
 
 
LFn/HFn 

 
 
LF power 
 
 
 
HF power 
 
Normalized LF to total power 
 
 
 
 
Normalized HF to total power 
 
 
The ratio between LFn and HFn 

 
 
Sympathetic and 
parasympathetic modulation 
(Shaffer & Ginsberg, 2017) 
 
Vagal activity (Shaffer & 
Ginsberg, 2017) 
 
Marker of sympathetic 
modulation when LF is 
normalized to total power 
(Unoki et al., 2009) 
 
Marker of vagal or 
parasympathetic activity 
(Shaffer & Ginsberg, 2017) 
 
Sympatho-vagal balance 
(Shaffer & Ginsberg, 2017) 

Nonlinear measures 
 
SD1 (ms) 
 
 
 
SD2 (ms) 
 
 
 

 
 
Standard deviation of the RR 
intervals on the width of the fitted 
ellipse in Poincaré plot  
 
Standard deviation of the RR 
intervals on the length of the fitted 
ellipse in Poincaré plot  
 

 
 
Marker of parasympathetic 
activity (Shaffer & Ginsberg, 
2017) 
 
 
Marker of sympathetic 
activity (Vanderlei et al., 
2010) 
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SD1/SD2 
 

 
The ratio between SD1 and SD2 

 
The ratio between 
sympathetic and 
parasympathetic activity 
(Shaffer & Ginsberg, 2017) 
 

 
The detail of different methods for HRV analysis as described below: 

1.2.3.1 Time-domain   
The time domain analysis directly measures RR intervals for the root mean square of 

successive RR interval differences (RMSSD), the standard deviation of all normal-to-normal RR 
intervals (SDNN), and mean NN intervals. The mentioned time-domain indices are defined 
according to a previous study (Bartels et al., 2017) and expressed by equation (1.7-1.9). 

 
 

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝑆𝐷 = √
1

𝑁 − 1
∑  

𝑁−1

𝑗=1

(𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑗+1 − 𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑗)
2
 

 

(1.7) 

 
Where N is the total number of RRi intervals, RRij is the j th RRi value. 
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(1.8) 

 
N is the total number of RRi intervals. RRij is the j th RRi value.  
 

 
𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑁𝑁 =  

1

𝑁
∑  

𝑁
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(𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑗) 

 

(1.9) 
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1.2.3.2  Frequency domain 

The transformation of HRV in time-series to frequency component is used to separate the 
parasympathetic and sympathetic activity (Vishwajeet et al., 2020). There are three main 
frequency components as referred to: 

 
• Very low frequency (VLF) - 0.003-0.04 Hz 

• Low frequency (LF) - 0.04-0.15 Hz 

• High frequency (HF) - 0.15-0.4 Hz 

The magnitude of the HF component indicates vagal activity, whereas the magnitude of 
the LF component indicates the combination of sympathetic activity with vagal regulation. The 
LF/HF ratio is used to measure the sympathovagal balance. VLF, LF, and HF power components 
are often measured in absolute power (ms2). Furthermore, LF and HF can be measured in 
normalized units (n.u.), which show the relative value of each power component infraction to 
total power, excluding the VLF components. The advantage of the relative power is that 
normalization tends to reduce the fluctuation in total power on the LF and HF components 
(Vishwajeet et al., 2020).  

The HRV in frequency component is performed with a welch periodogram. Before 
quantifying in this method, unevenly sampled RR interval signals (Figure 1.10A) are firstly 
transformed into a continuous signal using an interpolation technique. Then, the interpolated 
signals are resampled to obtain an evenly sampled RRI signal (Figure 1.10B) and converted into 
power spectrum density (PSD) (Figure 1.11) (Cao et al., 2020). The computation of the PSD 
using the welch periodogram of the RR series is defined according to a previous study  (Estévez 
et al., 2016), and can be expressed by the equation (10.1). 

 
 

 
PSD (f) =

1

Fs ∗ N
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N

n=1

RRne
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2𝜋f
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|
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(10.1) 
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Where f is discrete spectral frequency, Fs and N are the sampling frequency and number 
of samples in the series, respectively. The number of samples ordered in the RR series is 
represented with n.  

 
The normalized values of power spectrum band frequencies are computed using the 

given expression (11.1). 
 
 

 
nuBand =

AbsVal(Band)

 TotalPSD 
 

 
 

(11.1) 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.10 The continuous RR-intervals signal (A) and interpolated RR signal (B) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.11 The continuous RR-intervals signals in time series are transformed in PSD using a 
welch periodogram  (Naranjo-Hernández et al., 2017) 

A 

B 
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1.2.3.3 Non-linear analysis 

The Poincaré plot analysis is used to visualize the morphological RR-interval in time 
series into phase space. The plot shows the correlation between the current RR-interval and (RR i) 
the preceding RR-interval (RR i+1) (Figure 1.12). These adjacent RR intervals represent one 
point in the scatters plot (Figure 1.13) (Tayel, M., & AlSaba, 2015).  However, assessing these 
quality classifications is challenging due to their subjectivity. Therefore, the quantitative analysis 
of the HRV has adjusted it to an ellipse. The method is quantified by standard deviation1, 
Standard deviation 2, and the ellipse area to visually fit the data onto the 45° imaginary diagonal 
line (the normal axis). The points falling on the imaginary line are considered as RRn = 
RRn+1(Tayel, M., & AlSaba, 2015). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.12 RR intervals and their proceeding (Rubin et al., 2016) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.13  The visualized RR-intervals with Poincaré plot (Karmakar et al., 2009) 
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The parameters in nonlinear analysis with Poincaré plot are described according to a previous 
study (Tayel, M., & AlSaba, 2015) as follows: 
 

• Standard Deviation 1 (SD1) is the standard deviation of the instantaneous 

(short-term) RR interval variability (the width of the ellipse), which is 

determined by equation (1.12). 

 

 𝑆𝐷1 =  √𝑣𝑎𝑟(𝑥1) 
 

(1.12) 

 
• Standard Deviation 1 (SD2) is the standard deviation of the long-term RR 

interval variability (the length of the ellipse), which is calculated by equation 

(1.13). 

 

 𝑆𝐷2 = √𝑣𝑎𝑟(𝑥2) 
 

(1.13) 

 
Where var(x) is the variance of variable x, x1 and x2 are defined in equation  
(1.14-1.5). 
 

 
𝑥1 =

𝑅𝑅𝑙⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗ − 𝑅𝑅𝑙+1⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  

√2
 

 

(14) 

 
𝑥2 =

𝑅𝑅𝑙⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗ + 𝑅𝑅𝑙+1⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  

√2
 

 

(15) 
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                                𝑅𝑅𝑙⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗ and 𝑅𝑅𝑙+1⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗ represent vector of RR-intervals according to the equation  
(1.16-1.17) 

 
 𝑅𝑅𝑙⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗ = (𝑅𝑅1, 𝑅𝑅2, … , 𝑅𝑅𝑁−1) 

 
(1.16) 

 𝑅𝑅𝑙+1⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  = (𝑅𝑅2, 𝑅𝑅3, … , 𝑅𝑅𝑁) 

 
(1.17) 

 

 

Then, 𝑅𝑅𝑙⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗ and  𝑅𝑅𝑙+1⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗    are performed in an angle  
π

4
  transformation to get a new 

axis x1 and x2 , as shown in equation (1.18). 
 

 

 
[
𝑥1
𝑥2
] = [

cos 
𝜋

4
−sin 

𝜋

4

sin 
𝜋

4
cos 

𝜋

4

] ⋅ [
𝑅𝑅𝑖
𝑅𝑅𝑖+1

] 

 

(1.18) 

 

 

 

• Area of the ellipse (S) is the amount of area covered by the ellipse, which is 

quantified by equation (1.19). 

 𝑆 = 𝜋 ⋅ 𝑆𝐷1 ⋅ 𝑆𝐷2 

 

(1.19) 
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1.2.4 Classification in Machine Learning 
Supervised machine learning is a discipline of computer science used to classify the new 

data set observations on the training data set by learning a function based on input-output pairs to 
enhance performance on various tasks (Jiang et al., 2020). Supervised machine learning is broadly 
used as follows:  

1.2.4.1 Support Vector Machine (SVM)  
SVM aims to obtain the optimal hyperplane via the maximal margin and minimal 

misclassification error between labeled classes from the input features or x-dimensions (Figure 
1.14). Defining the separating Hyperplane can be determined according to the previous study 
(Nanda et al., 2018), as the given equation (1.20). 

 
 

 𝑤 ⋅ 𝑥𝑖 + 𝑏 = 0 
 

(1.20) 

 
Where w is the weight vector, xi and b represent the input feature vector and bias, respectively. 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.14 The Illustration of SVM to classify two classes using the optimal hyperplane in 
linear separable data (Nanda et al., 2018) 
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The equation (1.21) shows how to convert the optimization of the margin of its support vector 
into a constrained quadratic programming problem (Nanda et al., 2018). 
 

 

{
 
 

 
 𝑚𝑖𝑛

1

2
∥ 𝑤 ∥2+ 𝐶∑  

𝑛

𝑖=1

𝜉𝑖

 s.t. 𝑦𝑖(𝑤
𝑇𝑥𝑖 + 𝑏) ≥ 1 − 𝜉𝑖
𝜉𝑖 ≥ 0

 

 

(1.21) 

 

Where, ξi is the misclassified sample of the corresponding margin hyperplane, C represents the 
optimum parameters of cost. The larger values of C show a higher error minimization, whereas 
lower values of C emphasize the margin maximization. 
 
When the dispersion of data provides a difficult linear classification, the kernel function can be 
used to solve the obstacles in the classification. The kernel function is expressed by equation 
(1.22).  
 
 

 𝐾(𝑥𝑛, 𝑥𝑖) = 𝜙(𝑥𝑛)𝜙(𝑥𝑖) 

 
(1.22) 

 

Where K(xn,xi) is the kernel function that transforms the original data space into a new space in a 
higher dimension with dot production ϕ, the transformation function. Finally, the hyperplane can 
be defined by the equation (1.23). 
 

 
𝑓(𝑥𝑖) = ∑  

𝑁

𝑛=1

𝛼𝑛𝑦𝑛𝐾(𝑥𝑛, 𝑥𝑖) + 𝑏 

 

(1.23) 
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Where x_n is the support vector data and α_n is a lagrange multiplier, y_n is the labeled classes 
∈ {+1, 1} of n = 1,2,3,4…N. There are certain kernel functions as listed in (Table 1.3). To 
achieve the highest result performance, each function has a certain parameter that must be 
optimized by grid- search method. 
 
 
Table 1.3 The list of common kernel functions (Nanda et al., 2018) 

Kernel function Formula Optimization 
Parameter 

Linear 𝐾(𝑥𝑛, 𝑥𝑖) = (𝑥𝑛, 𝑥𝑖) C, and γ 
Radial basis 
function (RBF) 

𝐾(𝑥𝑛, 𝑥𝑖) = exp (−𝛾∥∥𝑥𝑛 − 𝑥𝑖∥∥
2 + 𝐶)  C, and γ 

Sigmoid 𝐾(𝑥𝑛, 𝑥𝑖) = tanh (𝛾(𝑥𝑛, 𝑥𝑖) + 𝑟) C, γ, and r 
Note: C: cost; γ: gamma; r: coefficient 
 
 
  1.2.4.2 K-nearest neighbors (KNN) 

KNN is a supervised machine learning algorithm that proposes the nearest distance 
approach for group classification of new data mapping in the training set. During the training 
phase, the number of neighbors (k values) is required to find the feature space through the training 
sample. Then, the testing data are categorized into a feature space based on the minimum distance 
from the majority vote of its neighbor’s class (Figure 1.15). The classification results will be 
influenced by the parameter of the value of k and the distance matric, a method to find the 
distance between the new dataset and the existing training dataset (Md Isa et al., 2017).  The 
Euclidean and Manhattan distance are commonly used for model optimization. These methods 
can be explained as follows: 

• Manhattan distance is calculated from the sum of the absolute difference 
between two points (x, y), as shown in equation (1.24). 
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d(x, y) =∑  

k

i=1

|𝑥𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖| 

 

(1.24) 

 

• Euclidean Distance is calculated between two points (x, y) in k-space. Then, the 

distance between both of them is quantified by Pythagoras’s formula, as shown 

in equation (1.25). 

 

𝑑(𝑥, 𝑦) = √∑ 

𝑘

𝑖=1

(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖)
2 

 

(1.25) 

. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.15 The classification of K-NN algorithm (Hasan et al., 2020) 
 
 

1.2.4.3 Logistic regression 
Logistic regression (LR) is a popular binary classification method based on statistical 

modeling in which the probability (P) of an outcome is highly related to the input features (Siuly 
et al., 2014) (Figure 1.16).  The goals of the LR model are:  

• To estimate hyperplane with a linear function and transform to sigmoid function 
for prediction of the class label of a new example (Ryali et al., 2010).  
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• To find a subset of the features that are most informative about the class 
differentiation (Ryali et al., 2010). 

For example, x1, x2, …, xn are the input features that are independent variables while y is the 
dependent variable or labeled class of its input features in both 0 and 1. When D= {(xi, yi)}, i= 
1,2,…,N is a number of training examples, the probability of the y that the i-th example belongs 
to class-1 is expressed in equation (1.26)  according to the previous study (Ryali et al., 2010): 
 
 

 𝑃(𝑦𝑖 = 1 ∣ 𝑥𝑡 , 𝜃) = ℎ𝜃(𝑥
𝑖) 

 

(1.26) 

 

Where hθ(x) is a logistic or sigmoid function given by 
1

exp(−𝜃t𝑥)
 , θ is a vector of weights 

related to each input feature and is estimated by using maximum likelihood estimation (MLE), as 
given in the equation (1.27). 
 

 
𝐿(𝜽) =∑  

𝑁

𝑖=1

log 𝑃(𝑦𝑖 ∣ 𝑥𝑖 , 𝜃) 

 

(1.27) 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1.16  Logistic regression classifier (Lim, 2020) 
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If the number of training examples is smaller than the number of features, there is a possibility of 
overfitting the model. To handle this problem, the regularization parameters are applied (Ryali et 
al., 2010), as given in equations (1.28-1.29). 
 
 

• L2 Regularization  

 
𝐿𝑔(𝜃) =∑  

𝑁

𝑖=1

log 𝑃(𝑦𝑖 ∣ 𝑥𝑖 , 𝜃) − 𝛾𝜃t𝜃 
(1.28) 

Where γ regulates the degree of regularization. Maximizing the cost function is solved by 
decreasing the magnitudes of weight corresponding to irrelevant features in the small value but 
not in exactly zero. 

 
• L1 Regularization (Gauss)  

 
𝐿𝐿(𝜃) =∑  

𝑁

𝑖=1

log 𝑃(𝑦𝑖 ∣ 𝑥𝑖 , 𝜃) − 𝛾|𝜃|1 
(1.29) 

The cost function needs to be maximized before making the weights related to irrelevant features 
to be zero. When the features are uncorrelated, optimizing this cost function yields a sparse 
solution. 
 

1.2.4.4 Random Forest (RF) 
RF utilizes many individual classification trees, and each tree is built on the bootstrap 

sample of the data. The whole feature set is split randomly into a feature candidate set at each 
split. Every tree is a classifier by itself that provides a certain weight for its classification output 
which is used to determine the overall classification output voted by all the decision trees 
(Fraiwan et al., 2012). 
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RF acquires many individual classification trees, and each tree is classified by itself. Its 
classification output is derived from the overall classification voted by all the decision tress 
(Figure 1.17).  

The steps for building the RF classifier are briefly described in a previous study (Fraiwan 
et al., 2012) as follows: 

• Suppose that the number of label classes in the training set is represented with N. Next, 

the N sample or in-bag data set is formed by sampling the training set using 

bootstrapping technique (sampling with replacement).  

• Suppose that the dimension of input features denotes Y. The subset feature of Y is 

represented with Yi which is randomly selected out of the Y features. These Yi-

dimensional features with the highest formation gain (IG) are used to construct the root 

node. The IG of splitting the training data set (Y) into subsets (Yi) can be expressed in 

the equation (1.30). 

 
 𝐼𝐺 = −∑  

𝑖

|𝑌𝑖|

|𝑌|
𝐸(𝑌𝑖) 

 

 (1.30) 

The operator |·| is the vector of the set and E(Yi) is the entropy of the set (Yi) is shown as 
given equation (1.31). 

 
 

 
𝐸(𝑌𝑖) = −∑  

𝑁

𝑗=1

𝑝𝑗log2 (𝑝𝑗) 

 

(1.31) 

N is the number of label classes and pj is the proportion of each label class in the set (Yi) 
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• Then splitting the training data (Y) into subsets of the feature (Yi) makes a branch for 
each possible value of the feature until the branch cannot prune.  

• The procedure is repeated until all of the trees have been constructed.  
• The out-of-bag data is then used to test each tree as well as the overall forest. The 

average misclassification error, also known as out-of-bag error, can be used to adjust the 
weights of each decision tree's vote. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.17 The structure of random forest (Fraiwan et al., 2012) 
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1.2.5  Path analysis 
Path analysis (PA) is a potential statistical technique that allows us to analyze more 

sophisticated and realistic relationships between variables than multiple regression, in which the 
numerous independent variables predict only the dependent variables (Streiner, 2005). The 
highlights of path analysis are: 

It can analyze the various independent variable and their covariance (relationship) to predict 
several final dependent variables in which there are ‘path’ of influence among them. 

• It can compare different models to find which one best fits the data. 
• It can determine the direct effect of the independent variables on the dependent 

variables. 
• It can examine the indirect effect of the independent variables on the dependent 

variables via a mediator. 
 

The terminology and drawing of the possible path analysis are defined according to a 
previous study (Streiner, 2005), described below and illustrated (Figure 1.18). 

• Exogenous variables: The single-headed arrows exit from them. There are no single-
headed arrows pointing at them (except error terms).   

• Covariance:  Double-headed arrow indicates covariance between two variables (when 
they affect each other) and no causal relations are assumed. 

• Mediate or indirect variable: The box is between exogenous and endogenous variables. 
• Endogenous variables: There is at least one headed straight arrow pointing to them. 
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Figure 1.18 The possible path model. The left panel shows the direct path model. Children and 
isolation are exogenous variables while depression is an endogenous variable. The right panel 
indicates the indirect path model in which isolation and anxiety are mediators (Streiner, 2005). 
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For example, it is hypothesized that photonumerophobia (PNP) is predicted by anxiety (ANX), 
high school math grade (HSM), and income tax returns (TAX) levels (Figure 1.19). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.19  The possible model (a) and the output of the regression (b)  (Streiner, 2005) 
The path analysis frames it first in multiple regression (Figure1.19) which can be expressed as 
the equation (1.32). 
 
 

 𝑃𝑁𝑃 = 𝑏∘ + 𝑏1𝐴𝑁𝑋 + 𝑏2𝐻𝑆𝑀 + 𝑏2𝑇𝐴𝑋 +  d (Error) 
 

(1.32) 

 
Where bo is intercept, b1, b2 and b3 are the weights of each exogenous variable. d is the error 
term of regression. However, the only significant path coefficients or weights (b) themselves 
cannot tell us whether the overall model is significant or not (Streiner, 2005). Therefore, the 
fitting model of path analysis is further determined by structural equation modeling to examine 
multivariate causal relationships (Fan et al., 2016). 
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1.3 Objectives 

The main objective of this study is to mainly investigate the neurological biomarkers 
with the proposed EEG and HRV in LKU during resting-state. The specific objectives are 
described in the following: 

 
• To examine the proposed EEG and HRV in LKU, compared to the controls, and also 

investigate in different factors (age, duration, the quantity and daily doses of kratom use). 
 

• To determine whether the proposed biomarkers are corresponded and related to 
neurobehavioral testing, evaluated by cognitive task (working memory), and kratom 
dependence rating score. 

 
• To investigate the causal relationship between the relevant factors/ neurobehavioral 

testing and the significant-based proposed biomarkers in LKU using path analysis.  
 

•  To perform the binary classification using the recognized machine-learning algorithms 
with the significant-based proposed features corresponding to the important factors.  
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1.5 Conceptual framework 
Based on the literature review, Kratom users were concerned about possible Kratom 

dependence  (D. Singh et al., 2017) and cognitive deficit (Ismail et al., 2017; D. Singh et al., 
2019; Yusoff et al., 2016). Prolonged and high dose of Kratom consumption was normally found 
in older adults (Charoenratana et al., 2021). Nowadays, scientific research is limited on how the 
neurophysiological signals from the brain and heart respond to long-term Kratom consumption. 
There is little evidence of the neurological assessment with electrocardiogram (Leong Abdullah et 
al., 2020), and the brain structure evaluated by brain magnetic resonance imaging (D. Singh, et 
al., 2018) in regular Kratom users did not show differences from non-Kratom users. However, 
they need to further investigate with alternative methods, such as brain activity with EEG 
recording and heart rate variability activity. These introduced methods are feasible to represent 
the biomarker for LKU, and possible to apply that neurological biomarker for screening LKU 
who are sensitive to risks related to kratom consumption. Thus, the objective of this study is to 
investigate the biomarkers in LKU consuming it in the form of chewing the whole leaves 
measured by the proposed EEG features (TAR and PVF) and ultra-short HRV during resting state 
(eyes-closed condition). Moreover, the neurological behavior testing with working memory task 
and their score rating for Kratom dependent were also assessed. The proposed EEG and HRV, 
including the neurological behavior, were compared between LKU and controls and also 
examined in different factors. Subsequently, the statistical significance-based biomarkers were 
further as the input features to perform path analysis for exploring the casual relationship and 
machine-learning technique for binary classification. As mentioned above, our conceptual 
framework is illustrated (Figure 1.20). 
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Figure 1.20 The schematic diagram of the conceptual framework in the present study
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1.6 Hypotheses 
1) The proposed EEG (TAR and PVF) cloud is more effective than HRV to be a surrogate 

biomarker in LKU. 

2) The proposed EEG features would be different between LKU and control groups when 

age increase. 

3) The quantity of Kratom use might be the direct effect related to the proposed EEG 

biomarkers. 

4) The proposed EEG features would also show differences in different daily doses of 

Kratom consumption and could be related to the Kratom dependence.  

5) The binary classification cloud be able to differentiate 1) the LKU from the control with 
age increase, and 2) LKU who those consumed Kratom in different daily doses. 

 

 

1.7 Expected benefits 
1) This study provides the first physiological evidence about long-term Kratom 

consumption with chewing the whole leaves. 

2) It makes helps us understand how prolonged Kratom use responds to neurological 

oscillation. 

3) It would be more beneficial to detect the LKU for those with a larger amount of kratom 

consumption that might develop toward Kratom dependence by using neurological 

biomarkers-based machine-learning classification. 
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CHAPTER 2 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 
 

2.1 Materials 
2.1.1 EEG equipment 
 2.1.1.1 EEG recording 

• Muse head band (Muse, n.d.) 

• Mind monitor application (Mind Monitor, n.d.) 

• Tablet 

2.1.1.2  EEG analysis 
• EEGLAB (EEG MATLAB toolbox)  (Delorme & Makeig, 2004) 

• SciPy (open-source Python library) (Scipy, n.d.) 

2.1.2 ECG recording equipment 
2.1.2.1 ECG recording 

• LabChart  

• Power lab 

• Bio Amp  

• ECG electrodes 

• ECG Switch box 

• ECG electrode patch 

2.1.2.2 ECG analysis 

• Neurokits (Python Toolbox for Neurophysiological Signal Processing) 

(Makowski et al., 2021) 
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2.1.3 Cognitive testing  

• PsychoPy (Open source software package written in the Python programming to 

create experiments in behavioral science) (Psychopy, n.d.) 

2.1.4 Machine learning for classification 

• Scikit-learn (Python library for machine learning) (Scikit-Learn, n.d.) 

2.1.5 Path analysis 

• Lavaan (R package to evaluate structural equation modeling) (R Programming, 

n.d.) 
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2.2 Subjects 
Seventy-four male subjects were a total sample (36 controls and 38 long-term Kratom 

users (LKU) collected from Ban Nasarn district, Surat Thani province, and Natavee district, 
Songkhla province. To match the background factors of LKU, the LKU were recruited at first 
followed by the controls. The inclusion and exclusion criteria are shown (Figure 2.1). The subject 
recruitments along with the inclusion and exclusion criteria. Finally, 52 male subjects (24 controls 
and 28 LKU for EEG evaluation and 38 subjects (19 controls and 19 LKU) for ECG assessment 
met inclusion criteria. The experimental procedure was conducted according to the Declaration of 
Helsinki and was approved by the Ethics Committee of Prince of Songkla University, Thailand 
(HSc-HREC-63-017-1-1).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.1 The overview of the subject recruitment and the inclusion/ exclusion criteria. 
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2.3 Procedure 
Initially, the subjects were instructed to inform their demographic characteristics. Then, 

the physiological signals from EEG and ECG were recorded for 3 minutes at rest with an eyes-
closed condition. After physiological recording, the subjects were instructed to perform cognitive 
testing with working memory and rate their Kratom dependence.    

The proposed EEG features and HRV from ECG recording in LKU were compared to the 
control group and also examined in the different factors, such as age, duration, and the daily 
quantity of Kratom consumption. The statistical significances based on the proposed biomarkers 
were proved by 1) a supervised machine learning technique for binary classification and 2) path 
analysis for evaluating the causal relationship between the proposed features and the relevant 
factors. The overview of the procedures in this study was illustrated (Figure 2.2). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.2 The overview of the procedures in this study 
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2.4 EEG recording and preprocessing 

The continuous EEG data were collected by MUSE device that recorded EEG data via 
Mind monitor application. The data were recorded with a sampling rate of 256 Hz for 180 
seconds (3 minutes) with subjects in the eyes-closed condition in order to avoid the artifacts 
caused by eyes-blink. The recorded EEG from both sides of AF (prefrontal) located nearly eyes-
movement during eyes-closed were removed. Thus, the only temporal electrodes at TP9 (Left 
temporal) and TP10 (right temporal) were chosen. As eyes-blink basically occurred before eyes-
closed, the time interval of 10 seconds after the onset was cut-off. The final time of EEG data in 
170 seconds was further band-pass filtered (4-25 Hz) using Finite Impulse Response. Then, the 
artifacts were removed by using Independent Component Analysis (ICA) implemented in 
EEGLAB toolbox version (2019.1) (Delorme & Makeig, 2004). 
 
2.5 EEG analysis 

• Power spectrum density (PSD) 

The processed EEG data was computed PSD using spectopo function 
implemented in EEGLAB. The function is equal to pwelch function or Welch peridogram in 
MATLAB which applied hamming window (Dedeo & Garg, 2021). The spectopo function 
returned the output in the logarithm of PSD in the decibel (dB) as the given equation (2.1). To 
obtain the PSD value in absolute power (mv2/Hz), the eliminating logarithm was quantified, as 
shown in equation (2.2). The PSD values were normalized to the total power (4-25 Hz) and 
decomposed into sub-two bands of interest: theta (4-7 Hz) and alpha bands (8-13 Hz). The 
theta/alpha ratio was evaluated according to the equation (2.3) in each electrode and their 
averaging from both electrodes. 

 
                       𝑋 = 10 × log (𝑃𝑆𝐷)               

 

(2.1) 

     𝑃𝑆𝐷 = 𝑒𝑋/10                            

 

(2.2) 

                                   𝑇𝐴𝑅 =
theta power

 alpha power 
  (2.3) 
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• Power variance function (PVF) 

The activity of EEG variability at each frequency (f) in the temporal direction was 
quantified by continuous wavelet transformation according to a previous study (Ueda et al., 
2016). It is defined by the equation (2.4). 

 
 𝐶𝑊𝑇[𝑥(𝑡)] =

1

√𝑎
∫ 𝑥(𝜏)𝑤 (

𝑡 − 𝜏

𝑎
) 𝑑𝜏

∞

−∞

      

 

(2.4) 

 
where CWT[(x(t))] is the continuous wavelet transform of the time series of EEG signal 
x(t), a is the scale parameter, and w(t) is the mother wavelet, as shown in the equation 
(2.5). 
 

 
   𝑤(𝑡) =

1

2𝜎√π
𝑒
−
𝑡2

𝜎2𝑒−𝑖2𝜋𝑓0𝑡        

 

(2.5) 

 
The Gabor wavelet is used as the mother wavelet. Where σ is the bandwidth of the 
Gaussian window, i is the imaginary number, and f0 is the central frequency. The central 
frequency of the mother wavelet values is set between 5 and 25 Hz in steps of 0.5 Hz.  
 
As the variability characteristic of x(t) at frequency derived from (1) generally produced 
the fluctuation in different individuals. To solve the problem, the normalized variability 
is used to apply in the equation (2.6). 
 

 
     (𝑓, 𝑡) =  ‖‖𝐶𝑇𝑊

[
 
 
 

𝑋𝑖(𝑡)

√𝐸[𝑥𝑖
2(𝑡)]
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,              
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Where 𝐸[𝑥] is the average of the time series x, ‖𝑥‖ is the absolute value of x after 
being generated by CTW. The variance of EEG power at each frequency is further 
quantified by the equation (2.7). 
 

           (𝑓) = 𝐸[(𝑃𝑖(𝑓, 𝑡) − 𝐸[𝑃𝑖(𝑓, 𝑡)])
2] 

 
(2.7) 

 

Where  𝜎𝑖2(𝑓) shows a variance for EEG power 𝑃𝑖(𝑓, 𝑡) of electrode (i), PVF(f) is 
finally transformed to a normal distribution using natural logarithm, as expressed by the 
equation (2.8). 
 

         𝑃𝑉𝐹(𝑓) = 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝜎𝑖
2(𝑓)     

 
(2.8) 

 
 

2.6 ECG recording and preprocessing 
The ECG was also recorded during a resting state for 3 minutes. The recordings were 

made with lead l configuration at 1000-Hz sampling frequency using LabChart 7 ECG software 
module (ADInstruments, Australia). To eliminate the movement artifacts, the ECG signals from 
Lead I was measured between the left and right side of the clavicle with positive and negative 
electrodes, respectively with the electrode of the right leg acting as the ground (Sarang & Telles, 
2006). The ECG signals were band pass filtered between 0.3-30 Hz (Palma et al., 2013).  
 
2.7        Ultra-short Hear rate variability (HRV) analysis 

Although the gold standard of HRV measurement was 5 minutes for ECG recording, the 
ultrashort HRV was successfully evaluated in several studies (Castaldo et al., 2019; Chen et al., 
2020; Munoz et al., 2015).  The collected ECG signals for 3 minutes were cleaned by artifact 
correction and extracted RR intervals. Then, the time, frequency, and nonlinear domains were 
evaluated by the open-source Python library NeuroKit  (Makowski et al., 2021). The interesting 
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HRV parameters in different domains were computed with the functions implemented in 
NeuroKit, as shown (Table 2.1). 

 
 

Table 2.1 HRV indices in different domains with Nuerokit function (Makowski et al., 2021) 
HRV domain for 

analysis 

Neurokit functions HRV indices 

Time domain hrv_time() • Mean_NN 

• SDSD 

• RMSSD 

Frequency domain hrv_frequency() using 

Welch method 

• LFn (0.04-0.15 Hz) 

• HFn (0.15-0.4 Hz) 

• LFn / HFn 

Nonlinear  hrv_nonlinear () • SD1 

• SD2 

• SD1/SD2 

 
 
2.8 Neurobehavioral testing 

• Cognitive test with working memory (WM) 

The 2-Back WM was performed with PsychoPy, an open-source software package 
written in Python programming (Peirce, 2007). The procedure structure is illustrated in (Figure 
2.3). The block was started with a 1 sec where participants were instructed to relax and fixate on a 
centrally presented back fixation cross. Subsequently, a stimulus target was presented for a 1-sec. 
Between the stimuli, there were interstimulus intervals (ISI) with a fixation cross for the 1-sec 
duration. The participants needed to hold 2 items in memory and remember their order. 
Participants were instructed to respond using a keyboard whenever the current stimuli matched 
the presented stimuli 2 trail back. The match pressed the ‘‘→’’ button and the mismatch pressed 
the ‘‘’’ button.  
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Figure 2.3 Schematic representation of 2-back working memory block structure 

 

The 2-back results were calculated as the mean accuracy and reaction time. Moreover, 
the working memory index was also examined.  

A working memory index called Dprime was tested the ability of the discriminant, how 
well individual participants distinguish between signal (target stimulus present or hit rate) and 
noise (non-target stimulus present or false alarm rate), as shown (Figure 2.5).  The Dprime is 
assessed according to a previous study (Haatveit et al., 2010) and is defined as the given equation 
(2.9). 

 
 Dprime = ZHit − ZFA 

 
(2.9) 

Where Z presents the transformation of hit rate (Hit) and false alarm rate (FA). Hit indicates the 
proportion of YES trials to which participants responded YES = P ("yes" | present signal) and FA 
reflects the proportion of NO trials to which subjects responded YES = P ("yes" | absent signal) as 
illustrated with signal detection theory (Figure 2.4). Therefore, H in the present study represents 
the proportion of YES (‘→’) = P ("yes" | matched 2 trials back) while F is the proportion of NO 
(‘’) = P ("yes" | no matched 2 trails back). 

The higher distance of Dprime represents the better discriminant ability (a higher hit rate 
and lower false alarm rate), as shown in the ROC curve (Figure 2.6) 
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Figure 2.4 Signal detection theory shows the possible consequences of the responses to the 
present and absent signal (Ye & Van Raaij, 2004) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.5 The distributions of response to a signal (present signal) and noise (absent signal) are 
separated by the distance of Dprime. (Oliver et al., 2008). 
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Figure 2.6 The ROC curve plots the hit rate against the false alarm rate on different d’ (Dprime) 
values. The curve that approaches the upper left corner provides a higher  Dprime value that 
reflects the greater accuracy (Oliver et al., 2008). 
 
 

• Kratom Dependence Scale (KDS) 

The LKU group was instructed to rate their Kratom dependence with 16-items of KDS 
scales based on the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition (DSM-
VI). The KDS provided the levels of Kratom dependence into 3 levels: low (KDS score: 0-13), 
moderate (KDS score: 13-34), and high (KDS score: 35-48) levels. The reliability of the KDS 
was 0.97 with Cronbach’s alpha coefficient (Saingam et al., 2014).  
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2.9 Statistical analysis 
Prior to comparison in group differences, the data were checked for the normal 

distribution with the Kolmogorov-Smirnov normality test. As the data in this study was non-
normal distribution with positive skewness, the log-transformation or non-parametric testing was 
applied. All parameters were assessed with the statistical tests in the interesting factors as follows: 
 

• Spearman's rank correlation: non-parametric test for Pearson correlation 

To evaluate the association between the interested factors (age, duration, and 
quantity of Kratom use) and biomarkers of physiological signals/working 
memory performance. 

• Partial rank correlation:  non-parametric test for Partial correlation 

To test the association between the interested factors (age, duration and quantity 

of Kratom use), and biomarkers of physiological signals /working memory 

performance for controlling the covariate effects. 

• T -test: comparing the means of two groups 

To determine the Katom dependence score between LKU for those with VH and 

those with LTH group. 

• Two-way ANOVA: comparing the mean differences between groups based on 

the effect of two independent variables 

To examine the effect of groups (control vs. LKU) and alcohol drinking/smoking 

on the TAR level 

• Multivariate Analysis of Variance (MANOVA): comparing means for 
multiple dependent variables across independent variables 
To compare group differences (controls vs. LKU and, LKU those for very high 
dose consumption vs. those low to high doses) on multiple dependent variables 
in different domains, as given (Table 2.2). 
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Table 2.2 The proposed features and working memory performances for 
MANOVA testing 

Domain Features 

EEG TAR, PVF 

Heart rate variability RMSSD, SDSD, MeanNN, 
LFn,HFn, LFn/HFn, SD1,SD2, 
SD1/SD2 

Working memory performance correctness, error, reaction time 
Dprime,  

 
           The significance of MANOVA testing was followed-up with univariate 
ANOVAs to test the group difference on individual parameters. Then, the post-hoc test 
for pairwise multiple comparisons using the Bonferroni test was applied to correct the p-
value. 

Based on our preliminary study, the effect size and observed power were also 
evaluated for the given sample size. The effect size is the magnitude of the difference 
between groups which is an independent sample size. The effect size with n2p is used in 
MANOVA testing and is interpreted as small effect = 0.01, medium effect = 0.06, large 
effect = 0.14 (Grissom & Kim, 2012). 

 All significant testing was set at p < 0.05.  
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2.10 Path analysis 
Path analysis in LKU was used to determine the hypothesized causal relationships across 

certain factors, the proposed EEG features, and neurobehavioral testing based on the significant 
statistical results (CHAPTER 3). The possible model of path analysis was hypothesized as given 
(Figure 2.9). Age, duration, and the daily quantity of Kratom use were determined as the 
exogenous variables and among them showed the covariance of each other (Green double-head 
arrow). The mediate variable represented with TAR and PVF and Kratom dependence score was 
considered as an endogenous variable. Each gray single-headed arrow or path indicated the 
multiple regression. The overall path or the final model was evaluated the fitness of the model 
with structural equational modeling (SEM) using lavaan packaged in R programming. The model 
fitness was interpreted by the indicative fit index  (Bollen, 1989; Browne, M. W., & Cudeck, 
1992), as shown (Table 2.3).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.7 The expected model of path analysis in LKU. The Green double-head arrow indicates 
covariance of each other while the grey single-headed arrow represents the predicted path with 
multiple regression. The fitness of the overall path was examined by SEM. 
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Table 2.3  The indicators of model fitness and their recommended best fit value (Bollen, 1989; 
Browne, M. W., & Cudeck, 1992) 
Indicative fit index Recommended good fit value 

Comparative fit index (CFI) ≥ 0.95 

Tuker-Lewis index (TLI) ≥ 0.90 

Root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA) < 0.05 

Standardized root means square residual (SRMR)  < 0.05 

 
 
2.11 Classifications 

The significant parameters in statistical analysis were proved with the classification 
methods using traditional machine learning algorithms, such as random forest (RF), support 
vector machine (SVM), k-nearest neighbors (kNN), and logistic regression (LR). The present 
study was performed 2 tasks of binary classifications based on the significantly statistical results 
(CHAPTER 3) as follows: 

 
1) The classification between the control and LKU groups in age effect.  
2) The classification of different doses of Kratom consumption. 

 

• Feature extraction  

Since the EEG signals are non-stationary in nature which inhibits the accuracy for 
classification, the statistical-based features were extracted from 5 non-overlap segmented EEG 
data instead of the entire processed data with a window size of 30 seconds per segmentation 
(Figure 2.7). Then, the individual and the combination of statistical-based features extraction 
were used to classify using the mentioned machine learning algorithms with a cross-validation 
method. 
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Figure 2.8 The procedure of feature extraction 
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• Cross-validation and evaluation model 

The stratified K-fold (SKF) method was performed using scikit-learn. The SKF is a 
cross-validation method to divide the data into K folds in which each fold is comprised of an 
equal ratio of the amount data of each class in both training and testing datasets. The method 
is useful for unbalanced classes to reduce bias during accuracy verification (Coroiu, 2016).  
The present study used K = 10 in the outer loop and K = 5 in the inner loop. In the outer loop, 
the data was resampling in 10 iterations with each iteration consisting of 9 parts for the 
training set and one part for the testing set. Then, the hyperparameter tuning with the grid 
search method was performed in the inner loop to search for the optimal parameters that 
provided the highest accuracy. The training set was again partitioned into 4 parts for the 
training set and the one part for validating the data set with resampling of 5 iterations. The 
hyperparameters tuning in each recognized classification were adjusted (Table 2.4). Finally, 
the classification performances in the given equation (2.10 -2.14) were evaluated by the test 
set with optimal parameters in each iteration (Figure 2.8). Moreover, the area under the curve 
(AUC) was also computed from the area under the ROC curve that was widely used to gain 
the acceptance of the classifier model. All these classification performances were reported as 
the averaged percentage and standard error of the completed outer iterations.  The procedure 
of cross-validation and evaluation models was performed separately based on the 
significantly statistical results (CHAPTER 3).  
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Table 2.4 Hyperparameter tuning  

Classifiers Parameter Value 

RF number of estimators 
max features 
criterion  
class weight 

10, 100, 150, 200 
auto, sqrt, log2 
gini, entropy 
balance 

SVM kernel 
Gamma 
C 
class weight 

linear, rbf, sigmoid 
10-2,10-3,10-4,10-5 

0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 10, 25, 50, 100, 1000 
balance 

kNN number of neighbors 
weight 
metric 

3, 5, 7, 9 
uniform, distance 
euclidence, manhattan 
 

LR penalty 
C 
solver 
class weight 

L1, L2  
0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 100, 1000 
liblinear 
balance 
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 𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =  
𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁 + 𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑃
 

 

(2.10) 

                        𝐹1 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 =
2 ∗ 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑜𝑛 ∗ 𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦

𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦
 

 

(2.11) 

                 𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 =
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
                     

 

(2.12) 

 

 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 =  
𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑃 
 

 

(2.13) 

 

 𝐴𝑈𝐶 =
1

2
(

𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
+

𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑃
) (2.14) 

 

 
Where TP and TN are true positive and true negative, respectively, FP and FN are false positive 
and false negative respectively. TP and TN represent the outcome where the models correctly 
predict the positive and negative classes, respectively while FP and FN represent the outcome 
where the models incorrectly predict the positive and negative classes. 
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Figure 2.9 The procedure of cross-validation and evaluation models. VH and LTH represent 
LKU for those with very high doses and low to high doses, respectively. 
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CHAPTER 3  
RESULTS 

 
 

The results were described in three parts: 1) statistical analysis, 2) path analysis and 3) 
supervised machine learning method for binary classification, as shown in (Figure 3.1). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 3.1 The overview of the results description in different parts.   
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3.1 Statistical analysis 
 

3.1.1 Socio-demographic characteristics and kratom use history 
The demographic characteristics were compared between groups, as summarized in 

(Table 3.1). The LKU group was significantly more prevalent in smoking and alcohol drinking 
than the control group. In addition, the information on kratom use history was shown in (Table 
3.2). 

 

Table 3.1 Participant’s demographic characteristics 

Factors LKU (n= 28) Controls (n = 24) p-value 

Age    
Total  (mean ± SD) 
≤ 50 (y) 
> 50 (y) 

52.41 ± 15.45 (n=28) 
46.44 ± 3.71 (n = 9) 
61.47±9.44 (n=19) 

56.64± 10.70 (n=24) 
40.08 ±9.18 (n=12) 
64.75 ±9.11 (n=12) 

0.251 a 
0.060 a 
0.348 a 

Occupation    
Farmers  n(%)  
Other  n(%) 

24 (85.71) 
4 (14.29) 

22 (91.66) 
2 (8.33) 

 
 

0.503 b 
Smoking    
Non-smoking n(%) 
Smoking n(%) 

9 (32.15) 
19 (67.85) 

17 (70.83) 
7 (29.17) 

 
 

0.005 b 
Alcohol drinking    
Non-drinking 
Drinking 

9 (32.15) 
19 (67.85) 

17 (70.83) 
7 (29.17) 

 
 

0.005 b 
Note:  a t-test, b chi square test 
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Table 3.2 Kratom use history 

Factors n(%) 

Duration of Kratom use (y)   
< 30 (y) n(%) 
≥ 30 (y) n(%) 

26.85 ± 11.11 (mean ± SD) 
14 (50) 
 14 (50) 

Daily Kratom consumption (leaves/day) 
< 10 leaves/day n(%) 
≥ 10 leaves/day n(%) 

10.39 ± 7.20 (mean ± SD) 
14 (50) 
14 (50) 

Dependent score 
Low (0-13) n(%) 
Moderate (13-34) n(%) 
Hight (35-48) n(%) 

25.07 ± 96 (mean ± SD) 
 4 (14.28) 
20 (71.44) 
4 (14.28) 

 
 

3.1.2 The comparison of EEG power and their variability between the controls 
and LKU 

The normalized PSD and PAF at both electrode position during eyes closed were 
computed to examine between-group differences. Both PSD (Figure 3.2A) and PVF (Figure 3.2B) 
in the LKU group were likely to increase in the frequency range of 4-7 Hz (theta) and decrease in 
8-13 Hz (alpha), but not reach statistical significance compared to the control group. Thus, further 
experiments investigated these EEG features in the relevant factors to determine between-group 
differences. 
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Figure 3.2 The comparison of PSD (A) and PVF (B) during resting-state (eyes-closed) between 
groups 
 

3.1.3 The correlation between the proposed EEG features and age   
The PSD and PVF were computed in sub-band frequencies (theta and alpha bands) and 

correlated with age. The spearman’s rank showed that the PSD (Figure 3.3A) of that frequency 
bands had more tendency to correlate with age than PVF (Figure 3.2B) in both groups and more 
likely to be an opposite correlation between groups. Thus, the PSD of that frequency in various 
age ranges might be the most significant difference between groups. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A 

B 
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Figure 3.3 The correlation between PSD (A), PVF (B), and age in sub-frequency bands; 

theta and alpha  
 
3.1.4 The comparison of TAR between groups in different age ranges 
To better understand the PSD of that frequencies between-group in different age ranges 

(Figure 3.4A), we subdivided those age distributions based on the median age into ≤ 50 and > 50 
years old. The PSD in specific frequency ranges theta to the alpha band at both electrodes, 
highlighted with gray band color, clearly showed a between-groups difference in the age range of 
> 50 years old.  

Furthermore, the PSD of theta and alpha bands over 50 years old showed more adverse 
effects between them in both groups. Thus, the ratio between theta/alpha (TAR) across electrodes 
and their average was compared between groups using the MANOVA test (Figure 3.4B).  The 
results showed that the multivariate effect of MANOVA were statistically significant between-
group differences in age range >50 years old [Wilks Lambda = 0.667, F(3,27) = 4.497, p = 0.011, 

A 

B 
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n 2 p = 0.333, observed power = 0.829]. The significant overall multivariate effect was followed 
by ANOVAs to test which individual EEG features provided the significant group difference 
(Table 3.3). All EEG features of TAR showed a significantly increased in the LKU compared to 
the control group. Their significant differences between groups were adjusted p-value by 
Bonferroni correction.  The results suggested that the different TAR levels between groups might 
be involved in the age effect.   

However, the factors of smoking and alcohol drinking were not discarded as the 
proportion between groups was a significant difference in that factor. A two-way ANOVA 
analysis was performed to test the main effect of groups and smoking/alcohol drinking on the 
TAR level. The results showed that both the main effects of group and smoking were significant 
differences (Figure 3.5A). For alcohol drinking, there was a significantly difference in the main 
effect of group and their interaction (group x alcohol drinking) (Figure 3.5B). The results 
indicated that the TAR level was also dependent on smoking and alcohol drinking. 

Furthermore, we found that the increased TAR in LKU those with > 50 years old was 
significantly positively correlated with the quantity of Kratom use tested by spearman's rank 
correlation (Figure 3.6). Thus, the increased TAR in LKU over 50 years old, compared to the 
controls was age-related to the quantity of Kratom consumption. The quantity of Kratom 
consumption was also the major effect to change the TAR level in LKU. 

 
Table 3.3 The ANOVAs results for the group comparison between control and LKU in the same 
age range > 50 years old on individual EEG features. TAR stands for the theta/alpha ratio. * and 
** indicate p <0.05 and p <0.01, respectively. 
 

Features Control (n = 12) LKU (n=19) ANOVAs 
F(1,29) 

p-value Effect size 
(η2p) 

Power 
M SD M SD 

TAR TP9 -0.418 0.311 0.022 0.412 10.046 0.004** 0.257  
(Large effect) 

0.865 

TAR TP10 -0.356 0.372 0.015 0.415 6.393 0.017* 0.181  
(Large effect) 

0.686 

Average TAR -0.382 0.340 0.024 0.410 8.155 0.008** 0.219  
(Large effect) 

0.788 
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Figure 3.4 The broad PSD (A) and TAR (B) in the different age range between the control and 
LKU group. The comparison between groups for TAR levels in each electrode and their average 
was determined by the MANOVA test. The pairwise multiple comparisons were adjusted by 
Bonferroni correction. * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01.  Note: non-divided age; control (n =24) and LKU 
(n = 28), ≤ 50 years old; control (n =9) and LKU (n = 12), and > 50 years old; control (n =12) 
and LKU (n = 19). 
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Figure 3.5 The effect of TAR levels on smoking (A) and alcohol drinking (B) between groups. 
The two-way ANOVA was conducted to examine the main effect of the group and the main effect 
of smoking/alcohol drinking. The significant pairwise comparisons were adjusted by Bonferroni 
correction.  * p< 0.05, ** p < 0.01. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.6 The correlation between average TAR and the relevant factors (quantity of Kratom 
leaves consumption, duration, and age) in LKU with those > 50 years old (n = 12), tested by 
spearman's rank correlation. 
 

B A 
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3.1.5 TAR and PVF were involved in the daily dose-dependent manner of kratom 

consumption. 
Since the TAR level was highly related to the quantity of Kratom use, the TAR level was 

further observed in different daily doses.  Based on a prior study (Prozialeck et al., 2012) and 
converting in the weight of Kratom leaves in Thai origin (Suwanlert, 1975). The dosages of 
Kratom intake were categorized into low to moderate doses (1-3 leaves/day), moderate to high 
doses (4–9 leaves/day), and very high doses (>10 leaves/day). The TAR levels (TP9, TP10, and 
their average) tended to be daily dose-dependent (Figure 3.7A) as well as PVF in theta and alpha 
bands (Figure 3.7B). To clearly compare between-group differences, we regrouped those who 
consumed kratom at low to high doses and very high doses for testing the levels of TAR and PVF 
in the alpha band. As a higher Kratom leaves consumption was observed in older adults and a 
longer time range of duration, the age, and duration of use were set as covariates in MANOVA 
testing to compare group differences across the proposed EEG features. 

The results showed that the overall effect between groups were statistically significance 
[Wilks Lambda = 0.466, F (5,20) = 4.582, p = 0.006, n2p = 0.534, observed power = 0.918]. All 
introduced EEG features except PVF in the theta band were significant differences between 
groups tested by ANOVAs and provide a large effect size (Table 3.4). The TAR (across 
electrodes and their average) (Figure 3.7C) and PVF in the alpha band (Figure 3.7D) were 
significantly increased and decreased respectively, in a daily doses-dependent manner. The 
pairwise multiple comparisons from ANOVAs were tested by Bonferroni correction. 

The results suggested that the changing of the proposed EEG features was in a dose-
dependent manner. 
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Table 3.4 The ANOVAs results for the group comparison between LKU for those with LTH and 
those with VH on individual EEG features. TAR stands for the theta/alpha ratio. PVFT and PVFA 
stand for power variance function in theta and alpha bands. * and ** indicate p <0.05 and p 
<0.01, respectively. 

Features LTH (n = 14) VH (n=14) ANOVAs 
F(1,29) 

p-value Effect size 
(η2p) 

Power 
M SD M SD 

TAR TP9 -0.258 0.279 0.185 0.321 12.924 0.001** 0.335 0.932 
TAR TP10 -0.226 0.355 0.199 0.356 8.334 0.008** 0.258 0.791 

Average TAR -0.239 0.318 0.203 0.328 10.957 0.003** 0.313 0.888 
PVFT 0.503 0.109 0.486 0.089 0.592 0.449 0.024 0.115 
PVFA 0.465 0.045 0.414 0.064 7.807 0.010* 0.245 0.765 

         

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.7  The effect of TAR (A) and PVF (B) in low to moderate doses (LTM), moderate to 
high doses (MTH), and very high (VH). The comparison between low to high doses (LTH); n = 
14 and very high dose (VH); n = 14 for TAR (C) and PVF (D) in the alpha band was tested by 
MANOVA test. The pairwise multiple comparisons were adjusted by Bonferroni correction. * p < 
0.05, ** p < 0.01.  

A 

B 

C D 
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3.1.6 The comparison of neurological behaviors in different doses of kratom use 
Basically, the biological changes in the neuron activity were highly related to 

neurological behaviors. Therefore, the neurological behavior was examined to test whether it 
changes following the proposed EEG features.  According to the previous results, the proposed 
EEG feature was directly associated with the daily kratom leaves consumption and showed a 
significant difference between LKU with LTH and VH. We compared the neurological behaviors 
with cognitive testing (working memory test) among the control, LTH, and VH groups (Figure 
3.8A). Furthermore, Kratom dependent score in LKU with those who consumed different daily 
doses was also investigated.  

The LKU those who consumed a very high dose had a tendency of lower performances in 
working memory tasks, compared to other groups. However, all parameters in the working 
memory test, such as % correctness, % error, reaction time, and Dprime in the cognitive test were 
not statistically significant differences among groups tested by MANOVA with age as a covariate 
due to age-related cognitive performance (Figure 3.8A). The comparison of false alarm rate and 
hit rate from working memory performance groups were plotted with ROC curves (Figure 3.8A). 
The ROC curves of all groups were in the range of better discriminant ability that the mean of 
ROC curves in each group was close.  

In addition, LKU for those with VH was also likely to increase the Kratom dependent 
score compared to those with LTH, but the difference was not significance tested by the t-test 
(Figure 3.8B). 

Collectively, the neurological behaviors in the LKU with different daily doses had a 
slight tendency of changing, which might correspond to the biological alteration with the 
proposed EEG. 
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Figure 3.8 The neurological behaviors. The comparison among groups of the controls (n =12), 
LTH (n=12), and VH (n=12) in the working memory performance using MANOVA testing (A). 
Kratom dependent score rating in LKU those who consumed different daily doses tested by t-test 
independent (B). ns; non-significant difference.  
 
 

3.1.7 The correlation between the proposed EEG and neurological behaviors 
Since the neurological behaviors had a slight tendency of changing, the relationship 

between the neurological behaviors (working memory and Kratom dependent score rating) and 
the proposed EEG features in LKU responding to the doses of Kratom use were investigated 
(Figure 3.9A). From the statistical test with spearman’s rank, Kratom dependent score was 
significantly correlated with age and the proposed EEG with PVF in the alpha band (Figure 
3.9B). To control the confounding effect of age, the partial rank was performed. We found that 
the Kratom dependent score was significantly negatively correlated with the proposed EEG with 
PVF in the alpha band after the partial out age effect. The results indicated that the Kratom 
dependence was related to the proposed EEG especially the PVF in the alpha band. 

 
 

 
 

A 
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Figure 3.9 The correlation between the proposed EEG and neurological behaviors in cognitive 
tasks with working memory and Kratom dependent score rating using spearman’s rank (A). The 
parameters provide statistically significant correlation (B). 
 

3.1.8 The EEG features represented a more sensitive biomarker over than the 
HRV in LKU 

The participants who had a history of cardiac disease were excluded. The final samples 
for HRV assessment were 38 (19 controls and 19 LKU). The characteristics of HRV in different 
domains were shown in the representative subjects (Figure 3.10A) and overall (Figure 3.10B) 
between groups. The LKU showed a lower LFn and higher HFn than the controls in the frequency 
domain while other domains showed a similar pattern between groups. The statistical multiple 
comparisons across HRV domains (RMSSD, SDNN, Mean_NN, LFn, HFn, LFn/HFn, SD1, SD2, 
SD1/SD2) between groups were tested by MANOVA with age and BMI as confounding effects 
or covariates because they were related to HRV parameters. The multivariate effect revealed no 
significant difference between groups as well as separated groups based on age (Table 3.5), and 
doses of Kratom use (Table 3.6) in corresponding groups comparison in the proposed EEG. Since 
the overall effects did not show statistically significant difference, the following ANOVAs in 
individual HRV indices did not be further conducted.  

On the other hand, the multivariate test across the proposed EEG features provided a 
significant difference between groups based on the categorized age and doses of Kratom use 
equal to HRV samples. The results indicated that the EEG features produced a more sensitive 
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biomarker in LKU. Therefore, the proposed EEG features were the input features in the continued 
path analysis and classification tasks to prove the significant statistical test.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.10 The comparison of ultra-short HRV in time, frequency, and non-linear domains 
between the control (n=19) and LKU group (n=19), illustrated by the representative subjects (A) 
and overall (B) 

A 

B 
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Table 3.5 The comparison between the control and LKU groups based on age (> 50 years old) 
across multiple features in domains of HRV and EEG tested by MANOVA  

Domain Control (n) LKU (n) Wilk’s lambda df, error F-test p-value 

HRV  7 11 0.695 7, 9 0.563 0.769 
EEG 7 11 0.524 3, 14 4.235 0.025* 

Note:  HRV features: RMSSD, SDNN, Mean_NN, LFn, HFn, LFn/HFn, SD1, SD2, SD1/SD2  
EEG features: TAR [TP9], TAR [TP10], and averaged TAR. *  p < 0.05. 

 
 
 
Table 3.6 The comparison based on daily doses of Kratom use between the LKU those with low 
to high doses (LTH) and very high dose (VH) across multiple features in domains of HRV and 
EEG tested by MANOVA  

Domain LTH (n) VH (n) Wilk’s lambda df, error F-test p-value 

HRV  9 10 0.574 7, 9 0.956 0.512 
EEG 9 10 0.456 4,13 3.883 0.027* 

Note:  HRV features: RMSSD, SDNN, Mean_NN, LFn, HFn, LFn/HFn, SD1, SD2, SD1/SD2  
EEG features: TAR [TP9], TAR [TP10], and averaged TAR, PVF in alpha band. *  p < 0.05. 
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3.2 Path analysis 
To characterize the causal relationship across the above EEG features, neurological 

behavior, and relevant factors in LKU, path analysis was conducted (Figure 3.11). We tested the 
hypothesis to prove the statistical analysis that the quantity of daily Kratom leaves consumption 
directly turned in the enhancement of TAR (β = 0.110, SE = 0.038, p = 0.005) and reduced the 
PVF in the alpha band (β = -0.020, SE = 0.010, p = 0.044), contributing to increasing in Kratom 
dependence score (β = -13.373, SE = 4.828, p = 0.006). The overall of model showed a good fit 
(Fit indices:   RMSEA < 0.05 SRMR < 0.05, and CFI > 0.90, TLI > 0.95).  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.11 The illustration of path analysis for causal relationship in LKU (n = 24) among 
relevant factors (age, duration, and the daily Kratom leaves consumption), the proposed EEG 
features (TAR, PVFA) and neurological behaviors with Kratom dependent score rating.   
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3.3 Classification results  
The statistical significance based on the proposed EEG features were as the input features to 

perform binary classification based on different age groups and doses of Kratom use as follows: 
• The classification between the control and LKU group in various age ranges 

The binary classification results between groups were separately performed in non-
divided ages, ≤ 50 and > 50 years of age. The results of classification performances were 
summarized in (Table 3.7). The age range over 50 years old yielded higher classification 
performances more than non-divided age and ≤ 50 years of age. When we considered in each 
individual the proposed EEG feature, the averaged TAR achieved a higher classification output 
over their electrode positions classified by RF. To obtain more robust the classification 
performances, the feature combinations were acquired and produced the highest performance 
scores by using the SVM classifier with accuracy: 71.67% ± 7.05, F1-score: 69.67% ± 9.51, 
sensitivity: 70.00% ± 11.06, specificity: 80.00% ± 11.06.   

The capability of SVM to separate the LKU over 50 years old from the control group 
using features combination was plotted in the ROC curve (Figure 3.12A) and confusion matrix 
(Figure 3.12B). The ROC curve showed the classification performance in each iteration of k-fold 
cross-validation and provided the mean area under the curve (AUC) with 0.74 ± 0.19. The 
confusion matrix displayed the highest sensitivity of the LKU group whereas the control group 
was frequently misclassified.
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Table 3.7 The classification results for LKU classifying from the controls in different age ranges, represented by the mean percentage ± se of accuracy 
(Acc), F1-score (F1), sensitivity (Sens), and specificity (Spec). TAR stands for theta/alpha ratio.
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Figure 3.12 The ROC curve (A) and the confusion matrix (B) with SVM by using features 
combination to classify LKU (n = 12) from the controls (n = 19) in the age range of 50 years old. 
 

• The classification between the low to high doses and very high doses of Kratom 

consumption 

The differentiation between the low to high doses and very high doses of Kratom 
consumption was further classified (Table 3.8). Based on the individual EEG features, the 
averaged TAR yielded a better classification performance using the LR model over their 
electrodes position and PVF in the alpha band. The TAR features provided the better 
classification performances than PVF in the alpha band with the same model (LR), however, the 
classification scores in the SVM model were efficiently improved when used the feature 
combinations by including the feature of PVF in the alpha band with accuracy: 83.33% ± 10.24, 
F1-score: 84.67% ± 10.09, sensitivity: 90.00% ± 10.00, and specificity: 75% ± 13.44 

ROC curve of the classification performance on LKU those with different doses yielded 
0.81 ± 0.17 ACU obtained by SVM using features combination (Figure 3.13A). The SVM 
classier showed the lower misclassification in both low to high doses and very high doses of 
Kratom consumption, represented by the lower false negative and positive prediction in the 
confusion matrix (Figure 3.13B).  
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Table 3.8 The classification results for LKU classifying between low to high doses (n=14) and 
very high dose consumption (n=14), represented by the mean percentage ± se of accuracy (Acc), 
F1-score (F1), sensitivity (Sens), and specificity (Spec). TAR and PVFA stand for theta/alpha 
ratio and power variance function in the alpha band. 
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Figure 3.13 The ROC curve (A) and the confusion matrix (B) with SVM by using features 
combination to classify LKU those with VH (n = 14) from those with LTH (n = 14). Low to high 
doses (LTH); Very high dose (VH). 
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CHAPTER 4 
DISCUSSIONS 

 
 

In this study, we attempted to initiate the investigation of neurological biomarkers in 
LKU measured by EEG and HRV activity, compared to the controls. The neurological 
biomarkers in different factors, such as age, duration, quantity, and a daily dose of Kratom use 
were also examined. In addition, neurological behavior was investigated whether it is sensitive to 
changes in neurological biology. The statistically significant biomarkers were further proved with 
the path analysis and machine-learning classification.  

The present findings were addressed according to our hypothesis that the proposed EEG 
features (TAR and PVF in the alpha band) showed a more sensitive biomarker over HRV in 
LKU. The TAR features (at both electrodes and their average) were a remarkably significant 
increase in LKU, compared to the control group in the same age range > 50 years of age. 
Furthermore, LKU those who consumed at very doses (≥ 10 leaves per day) significantly 
increased TAR and decreased PVF in the alpha band, compared to those with low to high doses 
(< 10 leaves per day). We found that the neurological behavior with the Kratom dependence score 
rating provided a tendency of change in different doses of Kratom use corresponding to the 
changing of EEG pattern, particularly in PVF in the alpha band, and produced a significantly 
negative correlation between both of them. The changing of the proposed EEG features was the 
direct effect of the quantity of Kratom use. Finally, the binary classifications were able to classify 
1) the LKU from the control with the same age range > 50 years old, and 2) LKU who those 
consumed Kratom at a very high doses from those with low to high doses.  

The physiological changes in response to long-term Kratom consumption were more 
sensitive to EEG activity than HRV measurement at the resting state by which the TAR and PVF 
in the alpha band were able to represent the EEG biomarker in LKU.  It was feasibly that the 
target of opioids action is mainly represented in the brain  (Farah et al., 2016). Mitragynine and its 
alkaloid such as 7-hydroxy mitragynine were able to passively cross the blood-brain barrier 
(BBB) interact with the efflux transporters P-glycoprotein (Manda et al., 2014). It has been also 
reported that chronic Kratom users might present an accumulation of mitragynine (the active 
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compound of Kratom) in the brain than plasma caused by the saturated protein-mediated efflux 
(Ya et al., 2021). In addition, HRV levels greatly fluctuated throughout the day and also 
responded differently among individuals, indicating the personal homeostasis (de Vries et al., 
2022). According to the evidence, long-term kratom users may be more responsive to the changes 
in EEG features than HRV. 

The proposed EEG feature of TAR (both electrodes and their average) was significantly 
increased in LKU compared to the control group in the same age range > 50 years. Our results 
suggested that the increased TAR level was the result of age-related to the quantity of Kratom 
consumption as older LKU favorably consumed a larger amount of kratom leaves daily which 
was the major effect associated with the TAR level. In the previous study, the TAR was 
commonly involved in age varying (Trammell et al., 2017), and also related to neurodegenerative 
disease with cognitive impairment in Parkinson’s disease (Orso et al., 2020). However, the TAR 
level in LKU was not correlated with cognitive tasks tested by working memory performances. 
Our behavioral results were similar to a previous study in that regular Kratom users did not show 
working memory (D. Singh et al., 2019). However, other cognitive tests such as paired associates 
learning might be used. This task showed lower performance in regular kratom users with kratom 
tea form than non-kratom users (D. Singh et al., 2019).  Our statistical results were addressed by 
the causal relationship in path analysis that age not directly affects TAR level considered by non-
significant path coefficient between them. Thus, the different TAR levels between the control and 
LKU groups were the indirect effects of age-related to the quantity of Kratom leaves 
consumption. Moreover, the binary classification results also confirmed that the LKU group was 
kindly differentiated from the control group in the age range over 50 years old with the TAR 
features and were more robust when used their combination features, classified by the SVM 
model. 

Since the TAR level was highly related to the quantity of Kratom use, this feature was 
also evaluated in different daily doses of Kratom use. The LKU those who consumed at very high 
doses showed an increase in the TAR and a decrease in PVF in alpha band levels, compared to 
those with low to high doses. The path analysis confirmed the statistical results that the changing 
in TAR and PVF in alpha band levels were a significant direct effect of the quantity of Kratom 
use. The results were supported by the classification task that the proposed EEG features with 
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their combinations using the SVM classifier yielded the highest classification result to separate 
the LKU who consumed at a very high dose from those who consumed at low to high doses. The 
outperformed SVM classifier in the present study was in line with various studies that SVM had 
better predictive power since it can penalize training loss by a loss function, providing robust 
overfitting protection (Yoon et al., 2011). Moreover, using the feature combination approach 
yielded a higher classification performance due to obtaining the strength of multiple 
complementary features (Hou et al., 2011). 

 As our study was initiated to detect the EEG-biomarker in LKU which still missing the 
empirical evidence in human research. The possible way to differentiate our results that were in 
the animal study. The EEG oscillation in LKU was different from rats after being administrated to 
the chronic mitragynine in dose-dependent exposure.  

An animal study showed the EEG pattern changed independent neighboring frequency 
bands (increased delta and decreased alpha) that reflected delayed response between the 
dopaminergic and cholinergic activity caused by high dose of mitragynine exposure (Farah 
Wahida Suhaimi et al., 2021). In controversy, our results exhibited EEG pattern altered dependent 
neighboring frequency bands (increased theta and decreased alpha). The incongruent results could 
feasibly explain that LKU were exposed to synergistic compounds effect of the plant as a whole, 
and lower dose of daily use compared to an animal study.  

Compared to a human study, the increased theta and decreased alpha band in LKU with a 
very high dose corresponded to the common EEG response in opioid users with increased theta 
and decreased alpha) (Phillips et al., 1994; Wang et al., 2016). The change in these frequencies in 
our results similar to that of opioid users may be a result of the very high doses of kratom 
consumption which exhibited opioid-like effects.     

Furthermore, the LKU with very high dose consumption trended to have a higher Kratom 
dependence score than those with low to high doses. Our result is supported by a previous study 
that Kratom dependence depended on the quantity of Kratom use (D. Singh et al., 2017). 
Moreover, the Kratom dependence score in our study negatively correlated with the PVF in the 
alpha band but did not correlate with the TAR level. The result was also in line with path analysis 
that the Kratom dependence score was a negatively causal relationship between the PVF in the 
alpha band and was TAR-independent. Our results indicated that the tendency of higher Kratom 
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dependence in LKU with those at very high doses may be a more responsive response to the 
decreased PVF in the alpha band than TAR. The results were consistent with the previous study 
that PVF was more sensitive to detecting the changing in brain activity than the traditional PSD. 
Since the PVF sensitive to detect the amplitude increase of specific frequencies while PSD 
detected the constant of frequency (Ueda et al., 2016). The negative correlation between PVF in 
the alpha band and kratom dependence in our results may be the result of a change in dopamine-
related alpha activity. Since the previous study reported that the alpha activity was associated 
with dopamine modulation (Farah et al., 2021), and the decreased dopamine level in the 
mesolimbic pathway was found during the drug dependence phase (Listos et al., 2019). The 
present preliminary results were found to encourage for further investigation that would propose 
features in other conditions, such as cue-induced craving, to confirm the present results. 

The current pilot study was not without its limitations. One of them was 1) small sample 
size for HRV assessment and shorter HRV recording, 2) low-channel EEG recording for data 
collection, and 3) non-recruitment of short-term Kratom users. Thus, future research needs a 
larger sample size for HRV to confirm and extend HRV results and a standard length for short-
term HRV analysis to obtain a more stable RR interval measurement. In addition, measuring EEG 
activity from the dozen channels with a medical-grade system would yield the other important 
EEG biomarkers. Finally, recruiting short-term Kratom users would benefit more from early 
phase detection. 
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CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSION 

 
 

This study was the first investigation of the neurological biomarkers in LKU. The 
proposed EEG features (TAR and PVF) extracted from MUSE headband recording and ultra-
short HRV assessment (3-minutes ECG recording) in LKU were compared to the controls. These 
neurological features were also investigated in certain factors: age, duration, the quantity of 
kratom use, and different doses. In addition, the neurological behaviors (WM and Kratom 
dependent score) were investigated as well. The statistical significance-based features were 
proved by 1) path analysis for evaluation of the causal relationship across relevant factors/ 
neurological behaviors, and 2) machine-learning technique for binary classification. Our findings 
are the first to our knowledge to highlight as follows: 

1) EEG activity was more sensitive to physiological changes in response to long-term 

kratom ingestion, by which the TAR and PVF in the alpha band were able to reflect the 

EEG biomarker in LKU. 

2) The different TAR levels between the control and LKU groups in the age range > 50 

years old was an indirect effect of age-related to the quantity of Kratom leaves 

consumption. 

3) The increased TAR and decreased PVF in alpha were a direct effect of the quantity of 

kratom consumption and showed between group different doses. 

4) The tendency of higher Kratom dependence in LKU with those at VH might be a 

response to the decreased PVF in alpha due to their negative association with each other.  

5) The binary classification with SVM classifier outperformed to separate LKU those with 

LTH from those with VH by using features combination. 

Taken together, our findings indicated that the TAR and PVF in the alpha band extracted 
from the portable EEG recording were affordable biomarkers for LKU determination.  
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CHAPTER 6  
APPLICATIONS 

 
 

The present proposed to utilize these features (TAR at TP9, TP10 and their average, 
including PVFA)-based SVM model to monitor LKU who consumed excessive kratom that might 
develop kratom dependence. However, this approach focused on the accuracy of the model 
prediction in dichotomous outcomes (0: LKU with low to high doses, 1: LKU with very high 
dose) that would not identify the level of risk of the high dose kratom consumption.  

The finding cut-off point method is widely used for classification of the outcome in 
distributional counting: 0= “lower than cut-off point” and 1 = “greater than or equal to cut-off 
point” to diagnose the continuous outcome (the power of each sub-band frequency component). 
The optimal cut-off point cannot indicate tell us to know the risk level of high dose kratom 
consumption into three levels: low, moderate, and high risk.  

Therefore, the present application with feature-based machine learning combined with 
the finding cut-off point method would have high potential to be applied in health innovation. 
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Phairot Autthasan , Graduate Student Member, IEEE, Chutimon Rungsilp, Nusaib Sa-ih,

Dania Cheaha, Ekkasit Kumarnsit, and Theerawit Wilaiprasitporn , Member, IEEE

Abstract—Neurophysiological characteristics of long-term
Kratom users have been challenged for identification due
to the lack of evidence. Long-term and high Kratom con-
sumption caused concern, particularly in older adults. Thus,
the study aims to explore EEG biomarkers in long-term
Kratom users (LKU) based on consumer-grade EEG systems.
The fifty-two participants were collected EEG using MUSE
portable system during resting-state to examine EEG bio-
markers with the proposed features: theta/alpha ratio and
power variance function (PVF) in theta and alpha bands.
The statistical analysis was further carried out to test the
existent difference between controls and LKU in various age
ranges (≤50 and >50 years of age) and different doses of
Kratom consumption (low to high doses and very high dose).
Subsequently, the statistical-based EEG biomarkers were extracted and performed classification among four classifiers
(Random forest, Support vector machine, K-Nearest Neighbor, and Logistic regression. As a result, the TAR ratio was
remarkably different between groups over 50 years of age. Furthermore, TAR and PVF in the alpha band were dominant
in those who consumed Kratom at a very high dose and was classified well by support vector machine using the features
combination (accuracy at 83.33% ± 10.24, sensitivity at 90.00% ± 10.00, specificity at 75.00% ± 13.44). Our preliminary
results concluded that the proposed EEG features were an important EEG biomarker for LKU with a large effect size. This
finding led us to the promising aspect of applying machine learning-based EEG biomarkers to screen the overdose of
Kratom consumption in the future.

Index Terms— Kratom consumption, consumer grade EEG, theta/alpha ratio, power function variance, brain.

I. INTRODUCTION

KRATOM or Mytragyna speciosa (Korth.) is an indige-
nous tropical plant in Southeast Asia [1]. Thai older
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people in a rural area prevalently ingested Kratom leaves in
traditional contexts to relieve their pain and increase their
energy for hard work [2]. Even though long-term Kratom
users (LKU) had recently raised the concern about the devel-
opment of physical dependency [3], it appeared to be less
severe than opioid dependence. The most often self-reported
dependent/withdrawal effects trended to be dose-dependent
which Kratom users were motivated to Kratom consuming at
a high dose rather than a low dose to relieve their withdrawal
symptoms [4]. Prolong and high intake of Kratom were
expected to have neurotoxicity in the long-term outcomes,
particularly in older adults. Chronic exposure of Kratom was
a greater risk in the older adults due to age-related change in
pharmacokinetics [5]. These changes might increase the sen-
sitivity to the central nervous system (CNS) effect regarding
the age-related failure of regulatory processes [6]. However,
there was no significant evidence indicating the change in the
brain activity of traditional Kratom use. Therefore, it needed
to explore factor-related-biomarkers leading to the detection
of Kratom consumption risk to prevent the brain abnormality
later.

The conventional method for detecting the effect of
long-term Kratom consumption on brain activity widely uses
behavioral and cognitive testing [7]. However, it could not
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detect intrinsic brain abnormalities. EEG technique is sen-
sitive to diagnose possible dysfunction of the brain early
before pathology advances to behavioral impairments emerge
[8]–[10]. Resting-state EEG has been investigated for spon-
taneous brain activity and produced the dominant alpha-band
frequency. The reduction of alpha power was expressed in
normal aging [11] and age-related neurological disorder [12].
Interestingly, chronic exposure to high-dose substance use,
such as alcohol, promoted the accelerated aging of the brain
as a result of the reactive oxygen species (ROS) accumulat-
ing [13]. The increased ROS production induced neuronal
damage [14], eventually contributing to neurodegenerative
diseases [15]. Theta/alpha ratio (TAR) was a hallmark in
neurodegenerative diseases such as Parkinson’s Disease (PD).
The Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) in PD patients
was correlated with the cholinergic deafferentation marker
(the posterior Theta/Alpha ratio) [16]. Accordingly, EEG
characteristics of neurodegenerative disorder might be the
possible surrogate markers in long-term and excessive Kratom
consumption. Besides TAR, there was a feature that performed
well even using a few electrodes. A power variance function
(PVF), the variability of EEG power at each frequency, was
indicated as an index for the classification of neurodegenera-
tive disorders such as mild cognitive impairment [17].

The quantitative EEG measure was typically recorded by
a routine clinical EEG device which has the limitation in a
long-time consuming to require skin abrasion, and impedance
optimization [18]. As a result, wearable EEG technology that
focused EEG acquisition in a more comfortable method than
standard systems had widespread commercial use. The recent
study had developed EEG-consumer grade for advantages
of emotional assessment [19], [20]. However, using EEG
consumer-grade to measure natural substance dependence such
as Kratom has never been reported in recent review arti-
cles [21], [22]. MUSE headband [23] is one of the low-cost
consumer-grade EEG devices, easy to set up and less time-
consuming. Suppose the EEG signal acquired using MUSE has
enough sensitivity to identify LKU. In that case, this low-cost
and comfortable device might be substituted for the high cost
of medical assessment.

Thus, the aim of this study was to investigate EEG bio-
markers based-the proposed features in LKU in different
factors, such as age and the doses of Kratom consump-
tion, using MUSE portable device. The appropriate EEG
biomarkers were further used as input data to perform
binary classification. We hypothesized that EEG biomarkers
would differentiate LKU from controls with increasing age
and would classify the Kratom consumption in different
doses.

The future applications of machine learning-based EEG
biomarkers might potentially predict which Kratom users are
at risk of excessive Kratom consumption that might possibly
develop brain abnormality in long-term outcomes. Our three
principal contributions are presented as follows:

• We were the first group that proposed the novel investi-
gation of EEG-biomarker in LKU with the power vari-
ance function (PVF) feature and common EEG feature
(theta/alpha ratio; TAR) using MUSE portable device.

Fig. 1. Participants recruitment and inclusion/ exclusion criteria in
the study. Note: we included LKU those who consumed Kratom ≥ two
years due to Kratom-related unpleasant side effects [26] and who last
consumed Kratom at least 2-hours before experimenting for escaping
the direct effect of Kratom ingestion [27].

• The proposed features were examined in different factors,
such as age and the doses of Kratom use.

• The statistical-based proposed EEG features were per-
formed binary classification in the relevant factors using
the evaluation of the traditional algorithms.

The remainder of the present study is organized as fol-
lows: the experiment setups, including participant recruitment,
EEG recording, and preprocessing following the classification
methods, are described in Section II. Then, the results and
discussion are presented in Section III. Finally, the conclusion
is illustrated in Section IV.

II. METHODS AND MATERIALS

Participants were recruited and divided into two groups:
controls and long-term kratom users (LKU). First, the partici-
pants were subjected to record EEG. After that, the collected
EEG data were statistically analyzed and further performed
machine learning. The overview of the present study is dis-
played in Figure 2. The details of this section are described
in the following subsections.

A. Participants
A total of 74 volunteers: 36 normal male participants

and male 38 LKU were collected from Ban Nasarn district,
Surat Thani province, and Natavee district, Songkhla province
located in southern Thailand. The experimental data acquisi-
tion was performed according to the Declaration of Helsinki
and was approved by the Ethics Committee of Prince of
Songkla University, Thailand (HSc-HREC-63-017-1-1). All
participants were obtained verbal consent. The final of 52 par-
ticipants met inclusion criteria, composed of 28 LKU and
24 controls as shown in Figure 1. Demographic information
for each participant group is available in Table I. There were
no females among the participants in this study. Despite our
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Fig. 2. An overview of the present study. TAR and PVFA are theta/alpha ratio and power variance function in the alpha band, respectively.

TABLE I
DEMOGRAPHIC AND KRATOM USE HISTORY

efforts to recruit female kratom users, they were hesitant
to participate due to Thai culture’s social discrimination.
Furthermore, they infrequently consumed kratom and different
purposes use from males [24], [25].

B. EEG Recording, Preprocessing, and Analysis
Continuous EEG data during eyes-closed for 3 minutes were

collected at 256 Hz sampling rate using MUSE headband
sensor through Mind Monitor graphical user interface [28].
MUSE consisted of one for a reference point (Fz) and four for
recording brain wave activity (TP9, AF7, AF8, and TP10).

Raw EEG data from AF7 and AF8 electrodes (located
prefrontal region) were not performed EEG analysis as the
placement was near the ocular region provided an ocular
muscle interference examined by positive and negative deflec-
tion waveform. Thus, only the temporal electrodes (TP9 and
TP10) were decided to use for quantitative EEG measures with

power spectrum density and power variance function. Since
eye movement-related artifacts were predominantly observed
at a time interval of 10 s after the onset, the EEG signals
were selected from 10–180s (43517 sampling points, given
the 256 Hz sampling frequency rate). The recorded EEG
signal was band-pass filtered between 4–25 Hz, using Finite
Impulse Response (FIR). Subsequently, Independent Compo-
nent Analysis (ICA) using run_ica function in EEGLAB
toolbox (version 2019.1) [29] was further used to detect and
remove artifacts [30].

1) Power Spectrum Density (PSD): The entire processed
EEG data were averaged across time to compute PSD at
each electrode for each participant. The PSD was estimated
by using spectopo function implemented in the EEGLAB
toolbox using pwelch function (welch periodogram) from
MATLAB, which applied a hamming window [31]. As spec-
topo computed the logarithm of PSD given in Equation (1), the
PSD values were computed eliminating logarithms as shown in
Equation (2) and normalized to total power in the considered
broadband (4-25 Hz). Therefore, the original dataset consisted
of 44 observed variables in the columns (22 frequencies
x 2 electrodes) and 52 participants in the rows. The average
PSD was further measured in different frequency bands; theta
(4-7 Hz) and alpha (8-13 Hz) bands. Finally, the TAR was
calculated in Equation (3) in each electrode, including their
average from both electrodes.

X = 10 × log(PSD) (1)

PSD = eX/10 (2)

T AR = theta power

alpha power
(3)
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2) Power Variance Function (PVF): The processed EEG data
were also computed the PVF at each frequency in temporal
electrodes (TP9 and TP10). The PVF is defined as follows:

σ 2
i = E

[
(Pi ( f, t) − E [Pi ( f, t)])2

]
(4)

PV F( f ) = log σ 2
i ( f ) (5)

E[x] is the averaged value at temporal location of x , where
f , i and t are the frequency, electrode, and time, respectively.
Pi ( f, t) represents the power variance of electrode i and is cal-
culated using Gabor wavelets to execute wavelet transforma-
tion from previous study [32]. The dispersion σ 2

i ( f ) is further
computed to activate the temporal variance of σ 2

i ( f ), as given
in Equation (4). To prevent the asymmetrical distribution of
σ 2

i ( f ), PVF is quantified by the natural log transformation
of σ 2

i ( f ), as shown in Equation (5). After acquiring the PVF
of all frequencies, the theta and alpha frequency bands are
averaged across electrodes.

C. Statistical Analysis
Before conducting the statistical difference between groups,

the EEG feature distribution was evaluated an assumptions
of normality by Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test. The EEG
features were significantly non-normal distribution with posi-
tively skewed data. Thus, the appropriated log transformation
or non-parametric test was conducted. The EEG features
related factors were tested with statistical analyses as following
bullets:

• Spearman’s rank correlation (non-parametric correlation)
was applied to examine the correlation between TAR and
the age

• Partial rank correlations (non-parametric Partial correla-
tion) were applied to examine the correlation between
TAR and the quantity of Kratom consumption for con-
trolling the confounding age effect.

• A multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) using
Wilk’s Lambda was tested for multiple EEG feature com-
parisons between groups in relevant factors, as shown in
Figure 3. The significant Wilk’s Lambda was followed by
univariate analyses of variance (ANOVAs) and post-hoc
test with Bonferroni correction.

Based on our preliminary study, we reported effect size
and observed power to detect the sensitivity analysis of the
given sample size. The η2

p as an indicator of effect size which
independent sample size and was interpreted as small effect =
0.01, medium effect = 0.06, large effect = 0.14 [33].

The significant level was defined at p < 0.05 for all
statistical tests.

D. Classification and Performance Evaluation
As the EEG-biomarkers revealed a significant group differ-

ence in in Section III-A.2 and in Section III-A.3, the significant
EEG biomarkers were extracted to perform machine learning
for group classification divided into two tasks following:

• The binary classification task on EEG features was sepa-
rately constructed based on the different age ranges (non-
dived age ranges, ≤ 50 and > 50 years of age) with the
ability to discriminate LKU from controls.

Fig. 3. The statistical testing in different factors between groups.

• The binary classification task was also conducted to
identify EEG biomarkers in LKU who ingested Kratom
in different doses (low to high doses vs. very high dose).

1) Feature Extraction: The entire processed EEG signals
were further segmented into five non-overlapping epochs.
Each epoch contained the 30s per each. The features were
extracted according to the statistical significance in the relevant
factors, as shown in Section III-B.1 and Section III-B.2.
Therefore, the processed EEG data were formed in dimensions
of n_E EG_ f eatures × n_epochs × n_partici pants based
on the following factors:

Age:
• Non-divided age ranges: (3 × 5 × 52)
• group of ≤ 50 years of age: (3 × 5 × 21)
• group of > 50 years of age: (3 × 5 × 31)

The doses of Kratom use:
• Low to high doses vs. very high dose: (4 × 5 × 28)

2) Classifiers: Four different conventional machine learning
algorithms were used to perform classification. The details of
all considered classifiers are described below:

1) Random Forest (RF) is used for classification based
on multiple decision trees. During the training phase, each
decision tree was randomly generated from an individual
internal node. This used the split features through a separate
bootstrap sample of entire features. Final prediction, the classi-
fication output among the tree was used to examine the overall
classification by considering a majority voting of the ensemble
trees [34].

2) Support vector machine (SVM) is used to classify the
data with linear inseparability in the original space by mapping
the predictors onto a new high-dimensional space. The main
objective of data fitting for SVM is to separate the most
significant margin distance between the nearest points of each
class using a kernel function that splits the classes through
constructing a hyperplane within the predictor space [35].

3) K -Nearest Neighbors (kNN) is the most straightforward
distance-based supervised machine learning classification tech-
nique. It is determined by the number of k samples that are
nearest neighbors. The distance between nearby objects was
calculated to categorize the test data. The test set was then
classified by a majority vote of the training set’s kNN [36].
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TABLE II
HYPERPARAMETER OF DIFFERENT MODELS EVALUATED

4) Logistic regression (LR) is used for classification based
on the probability that evaluates the relationship between the
dependent and independent variables using the logistic or
sigmoid function to map the predicted output value between
0 to 1. During the training phase, the LR model is estimated by
maximum likelihood regression coefficients (weights). Clas-
sification output is classified by selecting the label with the
greater probability that provided test sample of interest belongs
to class 1 [37].

3) Performance Evaluation Method: Since the dataset con-
tained unequal class proportions, stratified k-fold cross-
validation using Scikit-learn [38] was conducted. This
approach was employed to ensure that each fold represented
the equal proportion of each class in the training dataset [39].
The subject-independent classification was implemented with
the nested stratified 10-fold cross-validation in the outer loop.
One fold was used for a testing set, and the remaining fold was
left as a training set. The grid search method with stratified
5-folds cross-validation in the inner loop was applied on the
training set to find out the optimal hyperparameter of models
that yielded the highest accuracy. The hyperparameter tuning
each classifier is shown in Table II. Finally, the testing set
was used to predict the classification model with optimal
hyperparameters in each fold of the outer loop and reported by
the percentage and standard error. To evaluate the performance
of the classification model, the accuracy, precision, F1-score,
sensitivity, and specificity of that classification were computed.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Statistical Results
1) The Correlation Between TAR and Age Effect: The PSD

of long-term Kratom users (LKU) and controls during
eyes-closed were computed across the frequency range 4 to
25 Hz in both electrode positions (TP9, TP10). The frequency
range 4-13 Hz emphasized with the grey band color reflected
that the LKU trended to be different from controls, as shown
in the Figure 4(a).

The different frequencies in Theta (4-7 Hz) and Alpha
(8-13 Hz) bands were averaged from both electrode
sites then performed MANOVA analysis to assess group

differences across these features. The MANOVA test showed
significantly overall effect between groups [Wilks Lambda =
0.879, F(2,49) = 3.378, p = 0.042, η2

p = 0.121, observed
power = 0.610]. The significant multivariate test was followed
by ANOVAs to examine the differences between group in
individual frequency bands. Compared to controls, the LKU
significantly increased theta power [F(1,50) = 5.432, p =
0.024, η2

p = 0.098, observed power = 0.628] and decreased
alpha power [F(1,50) = 6.731, p = 0.012, η2

p = 0.119,
observed power = 0.721]. Bonferroni correction was then used
to adjust the significant p-value as shown in Figure 4(b).

We further focused on TAR between the group. The TAR
was found a biomarker in age-related disorder [12]. Thus, the
correlation between the averaged TAR and age was tested by
Spearman’s rank correlation in each group. From the statistical
test, the averaged TAR was not significantly correlated with
the age in both groups as shown in Figure 4(c). However, the
LKU found a tendency for increased TAR as age increases,
while TAR was reversely correlated in the control group.
As PVF in the theta and alpha bands from both temporal
electrodes showed no significant difference between group and
no tendency of correlation with age in both groups.

The result suggested that age might be affecting the TAR
level in LKU. To better understand the age-related change,
the further experiment was designed to separate both groups
into two subgroups based on a median value of those age
distributions: ≤ 50 and > 50 years of age.

2) TAR Potentially Indicated Between-Group Difference When
Age Increased: The PSD of specific frequency [4-13 Hz] was
clearly different between groups of > 50 years of age in
both electrode positions emphasized with grey band color as
illustrated in Figure 5(a).

Subsequently, TAR across electrodes and their average were
executed MANOVA testing for multiple EEG feature com-
parisons between groups in separated age ranges. The results
showed a significant multivariate effect between groups in age
range of > 50 years of age [Wilks Lambda = 0.667, F(3,27) =
4.497, p = 0.011, η2

p = 0.333, observed power = 0.829]. The
ANOVA analysis was further conducted for each EEG feature
between groups presented in Table III. All EEG features
were a significant difference between groups and provided
large effects. The significant differences were adjusted with
Bonferroni correction as shown in Figure 5(b). Furthermore,
the TAR in the LKU over 50 years of age was also significantly
positively correlated with the quantity of Kratom consumption
as shown in Figure 5(c).

As the group of non-divided age and ≤ 50 years of age did
not show significance in multivariate effect, we did not test
further the results for ANOVAs.

Our results indicated that enhanced TAR with age increasing
was an important EEG biomarker and had a large effect on
LKU compared to controls. LKU for those more than 50 years
of age may be possibly involved in age-related neurodegener-
ation since the increased TAR was also found in Alzheimer’s
disease [12]. So far as we know, the investigation of age-
related EEG-biomarker in LKU had never been explored.
As a result, we suggested that a future study simultaneously
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Fig. 4. The PSD across the frequency range of 4-25 Hz during eyes-closed. (a) The PSD power in the specific frequency range 4-13 Hz highlighted
gray band color both TP9 and TP10 trends to be different between groups, (b) MANOVA tests the difference of grand average theta and alpha band
between groups following ANOVAs and adjusts p-value with Bonferroni Test, (c) The correlation between the grand average TAR and the age in both
groups is evaluated by Spearman’s rank correlation. LKU (n = 28), controls (n = 24), *p < 0.05 versus control group.

TABLE III
THE RESULTS FOR ANOVAS ON INDIVIDUAL EEG FEATURES

BETWEEN GROUPS (CONTROLS VS. LKU) OVER 50 OF

THE AGE. TAR REPRESENTS THETA/ALPHA RATIO

investigate the neurobehavioral testing and EEG assessment
since neurological behaviors are highly relevant to changes in
neuronal oscillation.

Moreover, we found that change in TAR resulted from
the combined effects of age and the quantity of Kratom
consumption factors. Thus, we are interested in the effect
of different quantities of Kratom consumption in the next
experiment.

3) TAR and PVF Were Doses-Dependent Manner: Prolonged
Kratom users were typically found in older adults [40] and
also observed in those who consumed a large Kratom quan-
tity [41]. Thus, the different doses of Kratom consumption
were investigated with the proposed EEG-biomarkers. The
doses of Kratom consumption in this study were divided into
low to moderate doses (1-3 leaves/day), moderate to high
doses (4-9 leaves/day), and very high dose (≥ 10 leaves/day)

TABLE IV
THE RESULTS FOR ANOVAS ON INDIVIDUAL EEG FEATURES OF LKU

WHO CONSUMED KRATOM IN DIFFERENT DOSES (LOW TO HIGH

DOSES VS. VERY HIGH DOSE). TAR, PVFT AND PVFA REPRESENT

THETA/ALPHA RATIO AND POWER VARIANCE FUNCTION IN SEPARATED

FREQUENCY BANDS; THETA AND ALPHA BANDS, RESPECTIVELY

according to the previous study [42] and in relative to the
weight of Kratom leaves in Thai origin [43]. We found that
both TAR and PVF in the alpha bands tended to be the
dose-dependent effect as given in Figure 6(a) and (b). As the
proposed features show no significant difference among those
who consumed Kratom in different doses, LKU had regrouped
to be those who consumed at low to high doses compared to
the very high dose.

The MANOVA showed a significant multivariate effect
between groups after adjusting age and duration of consump-
tion [Wilks Lambda = 0.466, F(5,20) = 4.582, p = 0.006,
η2

p = 0.534, observed power = 0.918]. The difference between
groups on individual EEG features was reported with ANOVAs
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Fig. 5. The pattern of PSD power during eyes closed in different age ranges. The frequency range of 4-13 Hz in both electrode positions is clearly
different between LKU and the controls highlighted in the gray-band color in the age range of> 50 years (a). The significant p-value for TAR between
groups in the age range of> 50 years was adjusted with a Bonferroni test after MANOVA analysis (b). The correlation between TAR and the quantity
of Kratom consumption in LKU over 50 years of age was tested by Partial rank correlation for controlling the age effect. Note: non-divided age range
(LKU = 28, controls n = 24), ≤ 50 years of age (LKU n = 9, controls n = 12), > 50 years of age (LKU n = 19, controls n = 12), **p < 0.01 versus
control group, Significant correlation **p< 0.01.

TABLE V
THE SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR CLASSIFICATION BETWEEN LKU AND CONTROLS GROUPED BY AGE RANGES USING VARIOUS TRADITIONAL

MACHINE LEARNING ALGORITHMS (RF, SVM, kNN, AND LR) REPORTED AS THE PERCENTAGE OF ACCURACY ± SE, F1-SCORE ± SE,
SENSITIVITY ± SE, AND SPECIFICITY ± SE). TAR REPRESENTS THE THETA/ALPHA RATIO

in Table IV. All proposed EEG features showed a significant
difference and provided a large effect size in a dose-dependent
manner except for PVF in the theta band. The significant
p-value was adjusted with Bonferroni correction as shown in
Figure 6(c) and (d). The results suggested that the levels of
TAR and PVF (the average alpha band) were dependent on
the doses of Kratom use.

We attempted to initially assess EEG-biomarker in long-
term and high dose of Kratom consumption in a human
study, which had never been studied in prior research.
However, if we compared our results to chronic mitragy-
nine (Kratom) exposure in an animal study, the EEG pattern

in LKU showed frequency bands response different from
the finding in rats [44]. Nonetheless, we could not totally
explain our result with the animal results as LKU were
exposed to other external factors and consumed in different
doses.

In addition, PVF in the alpha band was decreased in those
who consumed Kratom at a very high dose. In the previous
study, the reduced PVF in theta-alpha bands was also observed
in mild cognitive disorder [17]. However, we could not imply
that LKU would be promoting that pathology. Based on our
preliminary results, it may be the research question for further
studies.
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Fig. 6. The effect of Kratom consumption in different doses on TAR (a) and PVF in the theta and alpha bands (b). The significant differences of
TAR (c) and PVF (d) between those who consumed at low to high doses and those who consumed at a very high dose were tested by MANOVA
with duration and age as covariates followed by p-value adjustment with Bonferroni correction. ** p-value < 0.01, * p-value < 0.05. Note: low to
moderate doses (LTM) (n = 4), moderate to high doses (MTH) (n = 10), low to high doses (LTH) (n = 14), and very high (VH) dose (n = 14).

TABLE VI
THE SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR CLASSIFICATION THE LKU BASED ON

THE DOSES OF KRATOM USE (LOW TO HIGH DOSES (LTH) VS. VERY

HIGH DOSE (VH)) REPORTED AS THE PERCENTAGE OF ACCURACY ±
SE, F1-SCORE ± SE, SENSITIVITY ± SE, AND SPECIFICITY ± SE).

TAR AND PVFA REPRESENT THETA/ALPHA RATIO AND POWER

VARIANCE FUNCTION OF ALPHA BANDS, RESPECTIVELY

B. Classification Results
1) The Classification Between LKU and Controls in Different

Age Ranges: The classification results between LKU and
controls in different age ranges were summarized in Table V.
The best age range for distinguishing between LKU and
controls was over 50 years. If we only considered individual

EEG features, the averaged TAR produced a higher classi-
fication performance than the TAR at both electrode sites
using RF classifier. The feature combinations achieved the
highest performance score classified by SVM with Accu-
racy: 71.67% ± 7.05, F1-score: 69.67% ± 9.51, Sensitivity:
70.00% ± 11.06, Specificity: 80.00% ± 11.06. According to
the classification result, it was consistent with the statistical
analysis as described in Section III-A.2.

The confusion matrix of the SVM model in an over 50 years
of age scenario is shown in Figure 7(a). It was observed that
SVM provided the highest recall of the LKU class. However,
the model was frequently misclassified in the control class.

Therefore, the combinations of the features were appropriate
for discriminating LKU from the controls over 50 years of age
with the SVM model.

2) The Classification Based on the Different Doses of Kratom
Consumption: If we focused on the individual feature, the
averaged TAR and their average outperformed PVF in the
alpha band using the LR model to classify those who con-
sumed Kratom at different doses (low to high doses vs. very
high dose). As a classification result, it was also supported by
statistical significance in Section III-A.3 that all TAR features
provided a larger significant p-value than the feature of PVF
in the alpha band. However, the SVM classifier improved the
classification efficiencies when using feature combination by
including the feature of PVF in the alpha band. The mentioned
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Fig. 7. The classification performances of SVM using feature combina-
tion for differentiation between LKU and controls over 50 years of age (a),
and between LKU those who consumed Kratom at low to high doses and
those who consumed at a very high dose (b).

Fig. 8. The effect of the duration of Kratom consumption on
TAR in the small ranges. Note: the duration of Kratom consump-
tion < 20 years (n = 6), < 30 years (n = 6), and ≥ 30 years
(n = 13).

classifier yielded the best performance with the percentage of
accuracy, F1-score, sensitivity, and specificity as 83.33% ±
10.24, 84.67% ± 10.09, 90.00% ± 10.00, and 75% ± 13.44,
respectively as represented in Table VI.

The visualization of the capability of the SVM classifier is
represented by the confusion matrix, as given in Figure 7(b).
It was noticed that the SVM classifier produced a lower
misclassification in both low to high doses and very high dose.

C. Research Challenge
Although the short-term duration of Kratom consumption

did not scope in this study, we showed the possibility of TAR
to be an indirect detector for screening in the early stages,
as given in Figure 8.

IV. CONCLUSION

The present study aimed to investigate resting-state
EEG-biomarkers with the proposed features in LKU, which
had never been explored, by using an EEG portable device.
Furthermore, the proposed EEG features were examined in dif-
ferent factors, such as age and doses of Kratom consumption.
The statistical-based features extractions were then performed
separated binary classification in the relevant factors. Our
findings highlighted that the proposed feature combinations
(TAR TP9, TAR TP10, and their average) provided the accept-
able classification score for differentiation of LKU from the
controls in the age range of > 50 years using an SVM classi-
fier. Interestingly, the proposed feature combinations using the
mentioned classifier achieved the highest classification score
for identifying those who consumed Kratom in different doses

by the additional feature of PVF in the alpha band. Therefore,
it is feasible that the feature-based machine learning approach
can be applied to monitor LKU who consumed Kratom
excessively.

There are a few limitations to this study. First, short-term
Kratom users were not recruited in this study. Second, the
collected data were obtained from low-channel EEG record-
ings. Third, the given classification method is not complex
enough.

To improve the limitations, the future study intends to
recruit short-term Kratom users that would be more beneficial
for early phase detection. In addition, utilizing EEG signals
derived from multi-channels with medical-grade would pro-
vide the other essential EEG biomarkers. Finally, an advanced
method such as deep learning can be further applied for a
more robust classification performance of EEG signals.
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